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ABSTRACT 
This thesis investigates the concept and design of a 
portable on.line transfer function analyser (TFA). It is 
eminently suitable for the identification of plants and other 
controlled feedback systems in which normal operating records 
are available. 
A point by point representation in the frequency domain, 
requiring a maximum of three records, allows Nyquist plots to be 
carried out, either visually or by plotter facilities. The basic 
theory relies heavily upon statistical concepts whereby, least 
squares estimates of the transfer function are obtained from 
a combination of heterodyning, exact filtering and adaptive loops. 
The resultant output, on both channels (real and imaginary), is 
the culmination of the solution to two linear differential 
equations with stochastic coefficients, so mechanised when the 
adaptive loops reach a stable equilibrium. 
Throughout, emphasis is placed upon the electronics combining 
the best of analog and digital techniques, in order that six 
parallel paths may be analysed in similar mode. This is especially 
true of the heterodyning and filtering operations. Practical 
shortcomings of the instrum~nt ar~ noted by comparing estimates 
with those from the best currently available commercial apparatus, 
operating on deterministic signals. ~xamples of a feedback loopt 
subjected to both deterministic and random stimulii, with and 
without the pre~ence of extraneous noise sources, are used to 
illustrate the ease and simplicity by which the instrument can 
be used in place of complex computing schemes, which tend, in 
consequence, to be solely of local academic interest. 
The practical features of th~ thesis have led to the submission 
of four papers to the technical press. Two of them deal, 
exclusively, with a capacitor ratio commutated filter - not 
apparently described in publications to date - which is also 
the subject of a proposed patent application in conjunction 
with NRDC. It is intended, in the near future, to submit 
the complete instrument as the basis for a second patent 
proposal. 
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CHAPT~R ONE 
Introduction 
The thesis proposes to investigate a branch of control theory 
which deals with system identification. This topic may be 
understood as an experimental attempt, by control engineers, to 
formulate the unknown behaviour of a controlled system in 
mathematical terms or graphical displays. His objective usually 
stems from the desire to improve the performance of the system 
plant in question, when his knowledge may be limit~d through 
either 
1) the plant being a new and untried piece of commercial 
hardware or 
2) he not being fully conversant with all the system constants 
that he requires for his model. 
The study must be observed in the time domain but the outcome of 
the identification may be realised in either the time or frequency 
domain. Choosing between the two, is a matter of personal 
preference, depending on the ease and familiarity with which the 
display can be interpreted. 
The experimental data may be the result of observing the 
response to closely defined inputs such as sinusoids and impulses. 
Unfortunately, industrial operations cannot always permit such 
experiments, which corrupt the reference signals. In addition, it 
may be too expensive to conduct controlled experiments, with the 
plant disengaged from the production line. Hence, modern thinking 
has been prejudiced to provide answers to the identification 
problem, by employing the random data observed on the reference 
levels, with the process working under normal op~rating conditions. 
In some cases, this has not proved to be a success and control 
engineers have resorted to imposing a well defined Signal of low 
amp1itude upon the random data, whilst the system is operating 
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normally. Collection of the data when the plant is running 
normally, is given the title of "on-line II or "in-situ" measurements. 
However, if the system is stimulated by a stochastic or random, 
rather than deterministic signal, problems in the collection of 
data will arise. In particular, measurements will be time 
consuming, since consistent evaluation of the data can only be 
performed using averaging techniques. Due to this inherent time 
lag, immediate corrective action to the s~stem cannot be taken, it 
the random data analysis reveals an inadequate performance. In 
addition, the system must be linear and time - invariant, over at 
least the duration of the complete analysis, for the results to 
make senae. 
The relative importance of the subject can be assessed by 
browsing through the contents of one IFAC Conference (Prague 1967). 
Papers by Cuenod and Sage (1) and E1khoff (2) give useful 
introductions, whilst a recent comprehensive review has been 
provided by Balakrishnan (3). Identification techniques are 
important not only to the control field. Communication systems (4), 
medical techniques (5), mechanical vibrations (6), oceanic (7) and 
atmospheric disturbanoes (8) all benefit from the same anal~sis. 
In each case, the problem may be generalised to estimating the 
_yst.m behaviour, when the measurement points are known to contain 
"additive noise". 
The basio mathematical concepts involved were evaluated in 
the early part of this century but it was not until the work ot 
Rice (9) and Wiener (10). that the trvatment ot noise problems 
was firmly established. In this thesis, use of their techniques 
will be applied to the on-line estimation of frequency response 
functions in continuous torm. 
1.1 aeview of Continuous Frequency Response Estimation using 
Computational Mothods. 
ODe of the earliest examples of identifying a system from 
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normal operating records originates from work carried out by 
Goodman and Reswick (11). Although their approach was essentially 
based in the time domain using correlation studies, it revealed 
how modelling techniques could manipulate stationary second-order 
amplitude processes, to simulate an impulse response, evaluated at 
specific units of delay. Manipulation of the weights of a delay 
line were performed manually via visual comparison of the model 
and system cross-correlation functions. The frequency response 
followed naturally using Fourier transformation. 
With the advent of spectral analysis in 1958, dynamic modelling 
was not to gain much favour after the initial impetus. Blackman 
and Tukey (12) rationalised the smoothing of time series by spectral 
methods, to show that computerised techniques could successfully 
eliminate all special purpose hardware, the "smoothing windows" and 
time-frequency transformations being implicit via the skill of the 
programmer. Concurrently, using the above methods, Goodman (13) 
developed a regression procedure for estimating the open-loop 
transfer function of a system when the driving and additive output 
noise disturbances were assumed uncorrelated. ~his method WclS 
effectively the dual technique to (11). Goodman et al (14) 
successfully demonstrated the use of the former's approach, by 
applying stationary noise to simulated versions of a blending 
operation and a stirred tank reactor, to extract gain and phase 
information. Jenkins (15), without adding to the general theory, 
conducted similar experiments when evaluating the performance of a 
heat exchanger. A joint conclusion from these two papers appears 
to be, that conventional industrial plant self-generates insufficient 
uncorrelated disturbances of the input variables, to provide a 
foundation for spectral analysis. Stanton (16,17) obtained vury 
useful results for turboalternator data, whilst attempting to 
estimate transfer functions for power station equipment but believed 
his results to be influenced more by inadequate power-system 
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instrumentation rather than insufficient data power. 
Unfortunately, the above use of spectral techniques is 
inapplicable for a system with feedback loops contaminated by 
noise. However, Akaike (18) showed that, excessive bias, in the 
estimates for the feedback case, could be alleviated by referring 
to a signal external to the control loop, which was uncorrelated 
with the stochastic disturbances. In doing so, he further 
advanced the problem (19) of how best to make a two-point 
estimation of the forward path transfer function, when this 
reference signal was not present. The method relied upon "mixed 
spectra" whereby the output noise from the controller was assumed 
stationary and non-Gaussian, whereas the random disturbances and 
measurement errors were assumed to consist of traditional second-
order statistics - a not very practical situation. It appears that 
this problem yet remains unsolved. 
With the realisation of model-reference control systems (20), 
it was recognised that these techniques could be utilised for 
identification purposes. In particular, they are very useful (21) 
when updating ot the estimation is required due to time variations 
in the system. The method relies upon some "a priori" knowledge 
of the system order, expressed as a polynomial in the frequency 
do maiD , the polynomial coefficients being adjusted to minimise an 
error criterion between the system and model, usually based on 
gradient techniques. Both linear and non-linear systems with 
single-valued non-linearities (22) may be identified to advantage. 
In particular, use of analogue computer simulations, in combination 
with a suitable adjuetment algorithm can replace the costly 
computing facilities required by spectral analysiS teChniques. 
1.2 Review of Continuous,Freguencl Response Estimation using 
Special Purpose Hardware. 
The techniques applied here tend to be sequential in nature, since 
ease of use and low cost is being traded for the large storage 
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schemes 
facilities provided by a computer. The simplest are based upon 
the injection of a sinusoidal stimulus into the system and the 
output response evaluated by correlation techniques, to remove 
errors due to noise - a case of linear regression. Indeed, 
resolution of the response into its constituent real and imaginary 
portions, in combination with the above techniques, was used by 
Dwyer (23) for the construction of two differential equations for 
continuous single point estimation. When the equations reached 
their steady state, the response was directly interpreted as a 
measure of the syste~'s component gains. It was further claimed 
to evalu~te the system impulse response, at regular time intervals, 
when random data was used. However, unless use was made of 
spectrum analysis, via evaluating the signal power content through 
narrow-bnnd filters, assuming knowledge of the i~put spectra to be 
"white li , very little progress had been made in this direction, 
until a paper was presented by Hughes and May (24). It revealed 
that, using analogue computer simulation, random data around a 
specific region, could be extracted in blocks using filtering 
techniques, mnnipulnted by hardware in the form of a first-order 
stochastic differential equation and in the steady state, produce 
reliable estimates of the system's real and imaginary gains. A 
hardware algorithm was baaed upon gr.adient techniques. The study 
was later to become the basis of a special purpose analyser for 
open-loop estimation (25). 
1.3 ~vation of Thesis. 
Although analysis is possible and more practically viable in 
the time domain, this thesis aims to implement a special purpose 
instrument which will advance the approach to on-line estimation in 
the frequency domain, with the presence of feedback loops. On-line 
correlators are commercially available but not for solving 
feedback problems, since they contain no mechanism to remove a bias 
caused by injected noise into the inner loop. As regards the use 
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of a suitable stimulus, sinusoids, steps and impulses are of 
limited use, if there is an obvious desire not to upset the system, 
once it has been started. To this end, the intended hardware must 
rely either upon injected random or pseudo - random data (26) or 
on self-evident uncorrelated processes, naturally oocurring in the 
oontrolled plant. However, it is worthwhile to note that, when 
conditions are favourable, sinusoids do produce a high concentration 
of power in a very narrow bandwidth, so yielding robust estimates. 
Applications would not be solely confined to identification 
of electrical and automatic control schemes. The instrument would 
be foreseen as invaluable to the whole field of frequency response 
analysis, which embraces random vibrations, biomedical applications 
and fluid mechanics. A consequence of its universal application in 
the engineering world would necessitate a design able to analyse 
\''''~'I.",e:.I'\c:,e..s 
frequences in a region as low as ·01Hz - for automatic control 
schemes - to 2KHZ, necessary for vibration analysis of machine 
tools. A corresponding amplitude range would involve orders of at 
least 60dB, in anyone sweep, with the possible addition of another 
60dB of external scaling. Responses of any plant, tool joint etc., 
would be displayed using Nyquist plots. Since the instrument 
would function, even if the plant input and output signals to it 
were interchanged, reciprocal identification is also feasible. 
Arguments for such an instrument would find strong industrial 
appeal, due to the present limitation of current hardware. Indeed, 
applied sinusoids must corrupt the reference signal, giving rise 
to superimposed oscillation on the controlled output. Consequently, 
shut-down of the plant would appear inevitable, before a testing 
procedure could be instituted. Whereas, with a instrument relying 
solely upon random input signal features, it could be plugged 
on-line and with some variable controller in the plant loop, 
adjustments made to improve the system response, should such 
sophistication, over and above the identification procedure be so 
required. In particular, the instrument should possibly identify 
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hardware which is unstable in the open-loop case e.g. integrators. 
In this situation at present, known local feedback is administered 
before correlators can be used with random data. 
To summarise, it would appear that known methods of 
identification are either too cumbersome, at present, to be of 
general industrial use, or cannot be used on-line in any feature. 
Hence, the intended instrument should be a valu~ble contribution 
to dynamic analysis in the frequency domain, being both practical 
and uncomplicated by large-scale computing schemes, which tend, in 
consequence, to be of local academic interest. 
1.4 Contribution of Thesis. 
Chapter two initially deals with the mathematical background 
to the problom in general terms. It reveals that, an unbiased 
estimator of tho forward path transfer function may be obtained 
from a ratio of cross-spectra. In addition, a variance expression 
is deduced to reveal the effect of corrupting noise upon the 
derived estimate. The chapter then continues by explaining, 
mathematically, how the available data may be manipulated by the 
method of gradients to form a two-parameter model estimate of the 
desired transfer function, evaluated at single points in the 
frequency domain. two first-order differential equations with 
stochastic coefficients are the outcome of the analysis. These 
may be solved in the mean, using a fourth-order integral expression. 
The parameter estimates are shown to converge exponentially and 
bias expressions are derived without recourse to the Fokker-Planck 
equation (25), in which the stochastic coefficients must be assumed 
macroscopically "white", in comparison to the averaging time of 
the adaptive loop. 
Chapter three deals exclusively with two very important circuit 
features -h~te~odyning and filtering - showing, where necessary, 
the present limitations of the circuitry to date. Two important 
contributions have here been devised, using hybrid techniques 
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i.e. information is processed in an analogue manner under the 
influence of digital controls. Critical potentiometers are therefore 
no longer a source of concern for fr~quency sweeping. The 
heterodyning technique is based upon a recursion, for the 
trigonometrical functions sine and cosine, using identities 
similar to :-
sin (A+B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B 
sin (A+B+C) = sin (A+B) cos C + cos(A+B) sin C 
This enables 3600 to be evaluated in 64 discrete steps, without 
using nearly the same amount of individual resistor weights. 
Secondly, a new form of filter has been conceived by the 
author, who is unaware of any other published reference to the topic. 
It has been designated the "Capacitor Ratio Commutated Filter" 
(CRCF) and basically relies upon capacitors and switches for its 
construction. Such an arrangement can produce filters whose cut-off 
points are a function of the commutating frequency and the ratio 
between the capacitors. In addition, these filters could theoretically 
be immune from temperature effects, if the capacitors have the same 
characteristics. This makes the technique feasible for integrated 
circuit manufacture. It is further revealed that, by recourse to 
established active filter networks, similar characteristics can be 
obtained by replacing the fixed resistors by commutated capacitors, 
thus giving continuous variation of the cut-off frequency, without 
using either decade switched capacitors or variable resistors. 
Although only low-pass shapes have been analysed, certain features 
have been observed, which makes th~ author suspect that the technique 
could also be applied to both band-pass and high-pass filters. 
Chapter four explains the new transfer function analyser (TFA) 
in detail. It reveals that although being a complicated piece of 
hardware, the operator interference with the front panel controls 
has been kept to a minimum, by the use of thumbwheel switched 
controls and automatically sweeping facilities. The frequency 
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sweeping, heterodyning and filtering have all been locked to 
digitally derived clock waveforms. 
Chapter five illustrates the performance of the instrument 
in practice. It shows the results of identifying transfer functions 
in either closed-loop or open-loop systems, using an injected 
sh~u.lu.s 
stimulii based on sinusoids, pseudo-random sequences and Gaussian 
random data, the first two being implicitly derived test signals. 
An explanation of system errors completes the chapter and thesis 
apart from the conclusions of chapter six and following appendices. 
-10-
CHAPTER TWO 
Theoretical Study of a New Transfer Function Analyser 
2.1 Introduction. 
The previous chapter has highlighted the benefits and 
requirements of a portable on-line random data analyser. Here, a 
theoretical study reveals the fundamentals of such an instrument 
and illustrates the versatility of an adaptive loop to remove a 
practical drawback for low-signal-level transfer function analysis 
- that of division. In addition to developing the basic stochastic 
differential equations which govern the aforementioned loop, 
approximate solutions for the bias and rate of convergence of the 
adaptive loop are derived. 
Theoretical expressions «or the normalised variance of the 
real and imaginary portions of any forward path transfer function 
are derived. They reveal a strict dependency solely on the 
coherence of the error path. 
2.2 Basic Concepts. 
A schematic diagram is shown in Fig.(2.1). This depicts a 
gen~ra1ised feedback system and the proposed instrument is intended 
to identify the forward or feedback transfer functions. The system 
is observed to consist of a forward path network of impulse response 
g(~), the output of which is re-connected to the input via a feedback 
network of impulse response h(er). Each network is assumed linear 
and time invariant, although not necessarily stable in the open-loop 
condition. The signals x(t). e(t). yet) are assumed to consist of 
statiQnary random variables. In addition, stochastic disturbances 
net), met) when passed through unknown linear networks of impulse 
response p(~), q(cr) may interfere with measurements at the points 
indicated. The inputs net), met) are assumed to be additive noise 
sources, which are Gaussian with zero mean values and uncorre1ated 
with x(t), e(t). yet), although they may be correlated with each 
other. Hence, it should be noted that a deterministic signal is 
A "two-point" estimate of a transfer function is an estimate 
which is derived from two separate signals which are connected 
by that transfer function. 
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not necessarily assumed present. The problem, then, is to 
measure either G(jw) or H(jw) - the fourier transforms of g(~), 
hear) respectively - by applying spectral analysis techniques. 
No claim will be established for the use of the instrument 
* to solvE: the "two-point" feedback estimation problem posed by 
Akaike (18) and Priestley (27), whereby x(t) ; 0, i.e. x(t) 
cannot in any way be reckoned as a source of information. 
Consider first the time-domain approach. 
yet) = f+~g('P)e(t-'II)d'f+ f+oO p('f')n(t-V-)d'f 
-OCJ -C/O 
z( t) = I +QO h(er )y( t-tT ) dO" + J + cO q (cr )m( t- c:T)dcr 
-00 -00 
e(t) = x(t) - z(t) 
It is thus observed that the various time functions are 
related by convolution integrals, whose lower limits will be zero 
if we consider conditions of physical realisability. These imply 
that the impulse responses g(~), h(er) are zero before the 
application of a source at time t = O. In addition, it is assumed 
that ,g('f)I, tg(~)t2, Ip('I'),' I p('f')t- 2 , Ih(C1")I, th (0")1 2 , 
,q(cr)I, ,q(0")1 2 , are integrable. Under these conditions, the 
equations (2.1) to (2.3) may be Fourier transformed into the 
frequency domain such that 
Y(jw) = G(jw) E(jw) + p(jw) N(jw) 
and similarly for Z(jw), E(jw), where w is the frequency in 
radians per second and the symbol j =~. 
(2.4) 
Again viewing the approach in the time domain, it is possible 
to form correlation functions between the various signals. Such 
averaging techniques are required to reduce the corrupting effects 
of noise (11). If we consider e(t), yet) to be real variables, 
then it may be said that 
R (~) = y(t+1e>e(t) where the bar indicates the averaging ye 
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operator, R the cross-correlation function. This technique, which 
is applied for the analysis of stable systems, when used in 
combination with (2.1) yields 
Using the well-known one-to-one correspondence of correlation and 
spectral density functions, it may be stated that 
S (jw) = S (jw) G(jw) + S (jw) P(jw) ye ee ne 
where S represents the double-sided spectral density function 
which may be real or complex. With stochastic signals, it is 
apparent that the forward path transfer function is readily 
identifiable as S (jw) or P(jw) tend to zero. 
ne 
2.2.1 Bias Aspects of Cross-Spectral Iduntification. 
(2.6) 
From (2.6), an estimate of the forward path transfer function 
may be obtained by saying 
A 
G (jw) = c (jw) 
- P (jw) C (jw) (2.7) ye ne 
C (jw) C (jw) 
ee ee 
where the circumflex indicates an estimator and C an approximation 
to the true spectral density S, by virtue of finite averaging. 
" The expected value of G (jw) will be unbiased if the signals net), 
a(t) are uncorrelated and the ratio [Cye (jW>][Cee (jW)] -1 is 
itself unbiased. One instance occurs when the feedback path is 
open-circuited. Unfortunately, as aeen from Fig.(2.1), the interfering 
disturbance, net), must correlate with the error signal and thus 
a biased estimate results. How may this be removed? From the 
notation developed for (2.4), using capital letters as an implied 
function of (jw), we may formally say 
Y = GE + PN 
E = X - Z 
2..8 
• 
• • 
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Z=HI+QM 
E = X - (HI + QM) 
and (2.7) gives :-
Y = G [X - (RY + QM)] + PN 
••• Y (1 + GH) = GX - GQM + PN 
Similarly 
E (1 + GH) = X - HPN - QM 
(2.12) 
Let us take an information point external to the loop, s~y X 
and disregard the effects of non-ideal filtering of the data. 
Therefore 
• 
•• 
from (2.12) and (2.13) 1-
C = G C - GQC + PC yx xx mx we 
-1 +GH 1 +GH 1+GH 
C = C HPC - QC ex ~ we -.m!. 
1+GH 1+GH 1+GH 
Cyy = GO - GQC + PC 
....... xx mx nx 
c C - HPC - QC ex xx nx mx 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
Hence, from the initially assumed zero correlation between 
the disturbances and the random signal x(t), the estimate, after 
ensemble averaging of both numerator and denominator yields 
S = G 
...l! 
S 
ex 
and an unbiased result is obtained. A variance component will of 
course remain. !kaike (18) has in fact suggested that, viewing 
of the signal external to the loop is not a necessary prerequisite 
for an unbiased estimate. All that is required, is information 
which correlates with this reference signal. The instrument, 
described in this thesis, will exploit this fact to simplify its 
operation. 
If we return to (2.7), it was noted that a biased estimator 
of G (jw) is obtained from a two point analysis. How severe i6 
this ? 
From (2.8) to (2.13) the equivalent spectral density 
equations result :-
= fGI 2 I p 12 • • C C
ee 
+ 
°nn +00 P + P C G (2.18) yy en ne 
0 • 0 
-
HC 
- QC (2.19) en xn yn mn 
Cyn aGe +PC (2.20) en nn 
where the asterisk signifies a complex conjugate. 
Making use of (2.7) an estimate of the bias yiel48 :-
POne -[0 _ tGI 2 0 .. tpt 2 C - 00 PJ 
'U. ee nn en 
• 0 C G 
ee ee 
!y taking expected values throughout, it can be seen that 
• 
See G 
assuming x, m, n are all mutually uncorrelated and b symbolises 
the bias term. The value of the bias can be made equal to zero, 
either when no noise sour~ net) is present, or the feedback loop 
is open-circuited. An interesting sidelight of (2.21) further 
reveals that although introduotion of the feedback noise source, 
m(t), inflates S and S ,it cannot affect the bias term when yy ee 
Snn = 0. For this situation, S .. = fG 12 S and therefore b [~J =0. yy " ee 
Using a similar derivation of the result in (2.16), an 
unbiased estimator of H could be obtained by using the ratio 
( Ozx) ( C"". ) -1. i i· 1 th ~_ If the est mator was obta ned uS1ng on y e 
signals z(t), yet), an equivalent bias term to (2.21) would 
prevail, except that the expression would be influenced more by 
" m(t), due to the effective roles of met) and net) being interchanged 
in the nnalysis. 
2.2.2 Variance Aspects of Oross-Spectral Identification. 
" Although an unbiased result for G may be readily obtained, 
the question remains as to the scatter of these estimated pQdnts 
around the mean. For the convenience in implementing the 
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" instrument, the value of G is required in orthogonal 
co-ordinates such that 
" K _ Real part of C / C yx ex 
" L • Quadrature part of C / C yx ex 
and C ,C can be split into co and quadrature spectral 1X ex A ,. 
density components A, B respectively. 
" ." ,.." :.K-A A +B B yx ex yx ex 
A 2 
A 
ex 
+ ~ 2 
ex 
It "1\ "" L • A B - A Bvv 1X ex ex ,,-
"2 
+ B ex 
:I: RP C C yx ex 
c C 
ex ex 
• 
• 
II 1m pee yx ex 
" " 
• 
• 
(2.22) 
Now consider small perturbations bA, SB about the expected 
or average value". 
Av (~] • At Av (iJ a B so that 
" '" Ayx 
-
A + iA 1X yx 
" 
,... 
BiX • B +iB 
'1X yx 
" 
A 
Aex • A +SA ex ex 
~ 
" Bex 
-
B +~B ex ex 
Further define:-
Av [~A1X] • Av [S ~yx] • AV[~ ~ex] • AV[&Bex] • 0 
Av ['A:X] • Vnr (Ayx] 
AVrSA1X 5~] • Cov (~1X' ;yx] etc. 
Equation (2.22) may be expanded as a Ta~r series (28) to 
include onl1 terms of first order, if the number of degrees of 
freedoll are such that V~ [Ayx 1 etc., are small in comparison 
to the mean value of the estimate. 
Hence, 
A 
K • +~; )] 
ex 
(2.24) 
~ • [<A +, A ) (B + S: ) - (A +, : ) (B +s~ )l yx :IX ex ex ex ex:IX 1X J 
+ 
A Taylor series expansion of a non-linear funotion 
g(X 1 ,X2 ,X, •••• Xn) of random variables (X1 ,X2 ,X, ••• Xn) may be 
written about the point (0.1,a2 ,a, ••• an) as:-
g(X1 ,X2 ,x3 •• X .... ) z g("1'''2'''3 •• ..,,) t ~ [fiJ (Xi - "i) 
Xi • ai (2.26) 
~ 
This is performed in Appena~One for K and due to the 
A 
similarity between (2.24) and (2.25), inferred for L. Consequently, 
it is observed from (Al.3) and (A1.?) that 
Av [~J 
Ay [~] 
= Re Part S S yx ex 
s S 
ex ex 
• 1m Part S S yx ex 
S S 
ex ex 
• 
• 
• 
• 
a~:::: "r1 - 11 
L ;;;Lii J 
(2.28) 
where Jib,. (A1.8) is the ooherency function,..a real number such 
that OE ~i ~ 1 - and is defined by Enoohson (29). It direotly 
gives a Mensure of signal/noise power ratio at the measurement 
pOints e and x. When no noise is present, there is no variance 
in the estimates of K and L. Goodman's (13) work on the open-
loop estimate resulted in confidence expressions depending onlf. 
It would be interesting to find out whether 1 i and 1 f are 
similar in the closed-loop oase, since similar confidence 
statements might be applicable. 
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Using (2.12 to 2.15) it can be snid:-
CTI I 1 + GU ,2 II I GI
2c
xx 
+ 'GQ 12cmm + I pi 2Cnn 
-IGI 2Q·C
xm 
+ Gp·c
xn 
-lGI 2QCmx - GQp·Cmn 
• • • 
+GPC - PGQC we nm 
Taking expected values of (2.30) assuming x,m,n to be mutually 
uncorrelated 
Also 
• • • 
- H P Cxn - Q 0xm 
• 
- HPC +HPQC nx nm 
- QC mx 
• • + QH P C 
mn 
Hence, by expected values:-
See I 1 + QUl 2 • Sxx + IBPI 2Snn + IQI 2Smm 
• I Gt2s!x 
11 + GHI2 
1.2 
'XX • 
'1 . Gul2 
Using (2.31) to (2.35) 
"§ • 'S7XI~ • 
( 1 G 12sxx + J GQI 2smm + I pI 2snn ) Su 
• s2zx (2.37) 
(sxx + I QI2Smm + tHP12Snn) Su 
Fro. (2.36) and (2.31) it is 'bserved that ~ f • ~ i, when either 
Snn • 0 or IHI2 • 1. The importance of the coherency fUDction of 
the error ~that ot the output, stems from a desire to circumvent 
the necessity for evaluating the probability density distributions 
ot the required estimators. If these coherency functions in the 
closed-loop case are identical, an equivalent open-loop model may 
be derived for the closed-loop system. Use may then be made ot 
Goodman's work to evaluate the confidence intervals tor the 
estimators. Wellstead (,0) pursued this approach when trying to 
identity the magnitude and pbaae of a torward path transfer 
tunction, using Smm • 0 and IHI2 • 1. Equations (2.36) and (2.37) 
agree with his analysis but also reveal that it may'be further 
advanced to cope with feedback noise as well, with the proviso 
that either fBt 2 D 1 or S .0. No further attempt will be made 
nn 
in this thesis to develop the necessary confidence intervals, 
since much experimental data would be necessary to justify the theory. 
2.' An Adaptive Modelling TeChnique. 
The technique relies upon the fact that the response of a 
linear time-invariant system to a complex exponential stimulus, 
results in an output which is characterised both by the system 
resolved gain taotors, in the frequency domain and the resolved 
compoaeats of the input signal. Thus, if the input is ot the 
torm .(t) • Ae3wt • the steady-state output will be 
yet) • A (cos wt + j sin wt) [U(w) • jV(~)] (2.}8) 
where I(w) and yew) are the real and imaginary portions ot G(jw) 
respeotively. 
If we refer to Fig. (2.2) and assume the effective value of 
x(t) temporarily: 1, the signal e(t) may be resolved and the 
separate components applied to a two dimensional model of the 
system, evaluated at a partioular frequency and the resultant 
output compared with that of the true system. An error measure 
Em will r .. ult, which may be used, automatically, to adjust the 
gain model parameters, suoh that the model [;m(w,t) + j~m(w.t)] 
compares tavourably with the system, according to an acceptable 
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error criterion. Dwyer (23) arrived at this techni~ue via 
regression analysis for the special case of sinusoidal data and 
zero feedback. It is to be noted that the model will be obtained 
using point-to-point plotting in the frequency domain and hence is 
necessarily time consuming. This would appear to be the price to 
pay, if one requires portability. Otherwise, with storage 
techni~ues. a polynomial model, expressed in the "s-plane", would 
have been ideal, although requiring more than two parameters to 
be optimised. These have already been discussed in Chapter One, 
where it was observed that such techniques require extensive 
computational facilities. 
If we are to apply the above techni~ua to modelling the 
response of a system to random data, the signals from the system 
will initially, have to be accurately filtered. This necessity 
• 
stems from Ric~ (9) representation of random data, as a finite 
sum of sinusoids, whose fre~uencies are multiples of a fre~uency, 
wn and related to the duration of the analysis. Consequently, a 
signal of very low power content would be the result of trying to 
analyse anyone particular fre~uency. Therefore, in accordance 
with recognised techni~ues of power spectral estimation C1), an 
assessment of the average power is taken by viewing adjacent 
fre~uency components in addition to the component of interest. 
The assumption is made,that the spectral densities of these 
surrounding components are "white". Filtering is therefore 
required, the merits and practical realisation of which will be 
covered in Chapter Three. Meanwhile, it remains to state that 
after resolving the data, it has been thought better to manipulate 
the signal around zero fre~uency and hence the filter structures 
will be of the low-pass variety and not directly band-pass, as 
illustrated in Fig. (2.2). 
2.3.1 Parnmeter Adjustment. 
A powerful technique for adaptive parameter adjustment, or 
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hill-climbing, is known as the method of gradients. This permits 
parameter adjustments to be made, which are pr9portional to the 
local gradient of a suitable error function. The technique appears 
to have advanced from studies at M.I.T.(20). In context, let us 
use the symbols :-
f(~) to denote a scalar function of the error between 
the system resolved outputs and those of the 
!m(W,tl } 
V (w,t) 
m 
model. 
to denote estimates of the model gains 
U(w), yew) respectively. 
K 
a 
to denote the gain of each adaptive loop. 
1\ -1Ka~f[em(tB Therefore, dU (w,t) = m 
2 
" dt )u (w,t) m 
'" Ka~f [fm(t8 dV (w,t) = - 1 m (2.40) 
dt 2 ~V (w,t) m 
From now onwards, explicit use of the independent variables 
w,t will be dropped when the text is not ambiguous. 
Referring to (2.17), 
s = (U + • V ) s yx m J m ex (2.41) 
is the result which we hope to instrument, based upon the error 
function If 12 = e. E... This composition of error variables has 
m m m 
been shown by May (25) to result in a set of linear equations with 
stochastic coefficients. Equation (2.41) implies that the input 
signal to the model must be a complex function of the signals 
e and x, with the complementary output being a similar complex 
function of y and x. The generalised diagram of Fig.(2.2) may 
now be fully symbolised as follows. Consider each of the signals 
x,e,y to be resolved and filtered such that 
Xf = x + jx C s 
= (2.42) 
= + 
where the subscript f implies filtered data 
where the subscript c implies in-phase component relative to an 
arbitrary clock reference. 
where the subscript s implies quadrature-phase component. 
Since xf • 
further define 
Therefore 
ert Yf are inputs to complex multipliers, we -&1 
e1 f and '11 t to consiat t also, of pairs of signals. 
e1 = e1 + je1 f tc fa 
• (ec + jes)(xc + jxs ) 
• (. x c c - ex) a s +j (esxc + ex) c 8 
'11 1 + jy1 = y fc t ta 
• (y + j" ) (x c s c + jx ) a 
• (1' x - Y x ) c C 8 S + j (YaXc + "cxs) 
Referring to the parameter adjustment equations (2.39), (2.40) 
d; = - ~ [-fm e1r • - f m• e1] (2.47) d: c: d:: · -1 [ 3t;. .\. - 3~· .~ ] (2.48) 
Since j«(me1f·) • j~ •• e~ >: equations (2.47), (2.48) can 
be further simplified to the following torms. 
81m11&1\1 
d~m • Ka Real.[£m· e~] 
dt 
" dV 
II 
dt 
• Ka [Eiae .1 te + E .... 1 ta ] 
• jKa Imag[E m· e1 rJ 
& Ka [e"" .1 fa -E .... • 1 fa ] (2.50) 
Equations (2.49), (2.50) eo form the differential equations, 
trom which the model gains are obtained. In addition, they will 
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further determine the manner of convergence of the estimates of 
the parameters U and V. Unfortunately, the arrangement is not 
m m 
conducive to forming ~. impression of the convergence in terms 
of the stimulating random signals. This may be accomplished by 
substituting forE as follows;-
• 
m 
" 
Ka [ (7
1 
fe
1 
-
1 
,.. 
1 A 1 J U = e fc U + e fs Vm) e fc m m 
1 " 1 
i\ 1 
+ (y fs e fs U - e f V) e fs 
• 
m c m 
" Ka[y1fc 
1 1 1 " (e1 2 1 2ry i.e. U 1:1 e fc + y fs e fs - U + e fs) m m fc 
(2.51) 
In passing, it is worthwhile to note for future reference that 
1 1 1 1 [ ] Y fc e fc + Y f e f C i (y +jy )(e -je )+(e +je )(y -jy ) 8 s C s sc s c s 
2 2 
x (xs + xc' (2.52) 
1 1 1\ 1 2 1 2;1 
- Y fc e fs - VmCe fc + e fS)J (2.53) 
where the dot notation indicates 
differentiation with respect to time. 
Hence two first-order linear differential equations with 
stochastic coefficients have resulted. These, together with the 
complex notation developed in this section, completely define 
the organisation of the parameter adjustment loops and the 
arrangement is depicted in Fig. (2.3), in which the synchrodyning 
waveform is taken to be of unit amplitude. 
2.4 Statistics of an Adaptive Loop Transfer Function knalyser. 
Although an adaptive modelling technique has shown to be 
theoretically possible, questions remain as to the rate of 
convergence of the model gains, whether the estimates will be 
biased and to what degree will the pOints be scattered around the 
mean, with or without superimposed random noise at the observation 
points. In short, what degree of confidence may one place in the 
model parameters? This will depend on both frequency and time 
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averaging but should be independent of signal levels. It would 
greatly simplify the organisation of the instrument, if the respoUtie 
time of the adaptive loops was also independent of signal levels. 
Unfortunately, since stochastic differential oquations are involved, 
" 1\ 
the analysis may be awkward, especially since U ,V are non-
m m 
stationary random functions. In consequence, an approximate 
solution is advanced, which assumes sufficient degrees of freedom 
present in the averaging circuits, such that the model gains and 
the stochastic coefficients can be considered independent. The 
resultant answers produce no less insight of the exact solution, 
than had recourse been made to a simulation based upon the 
Fokker-Planck equation (25). The reason for this, is due to the 
implioit requirements of the Fokker-Planck equation to have its 
stochastic coefficients macroscopically "white", in comparison to 
the model gains. One extra condition, not highlighted in (25), is 
that the extent of the "white8ess" must be expressly interpreted 
from the problem. This is of paramount importance, since an 
infinite noise spectrum must be treated differently to the band-
limited case. An excellent discussion of the matter has been 
given in a paper by Caughey and Dienes (32). 
For the approximate solution, a feature of the mathematics 
will be the requirement to evaluate integrals of a fourth-order 
moment. 
2.4.1. An Approximation to the Mean Solution of the Model Gains. 
Let us take equation (2.51) as an example and view the 
expectation of the first-order linear differential equation in 
the mean. An assumption, necessary to allow a simple evaluation, 
proceeds from the physical nature of the adaptive loop. Since 
this is essentially an averaging operation, used to smooth out 
the high frequency components of the adaptive error, the filtering 
parameters are assumed virtually independent of the stimulating data. 
Heneea-
-~ iii ( [11 
ID 0. tc 
.1
te 
+ l' e1 _~ (e1 2 + e1 2 )1 
fs fs m fc fs J 
where the bar signifies ensemble averaging. 
In the steady state, the solution must therefore tend towards 
Av [ ; mJ • _A_V_[y ___ 1f;;.e __ e ___ 1 f;;.O ___ +~1~1 ... f_S __ e_1 ... f;,;;;SJ-J 
Av [e1f0
2 
+ .its'J 
Similarly, 
Av [ Om] = Av [11 fs e 1 fc - Y 1 fc e 1 fS] 
r1 2 1 2J Av Le fo + e f. . 
From both (2.55) and (2.56) the estimate of the model 
parameters, in the mean, is shown to depend on moments of a 
fourth-order process. A typical expression can be generalised 
to one of evaluating the f~h-order moment of the signals 
[a';tbftO;tdf] , where af " '!, of' df , are outcomes of the 
process generated via the heterodyning and filter operations • 
.. pjw
o
(t-u1) h(u1) dU1 represents the 
via a complex exponential of frequency w 
o 
radians per second and eonvol,.d with a low-pass filter of impulse 
response h(U1>. 
Consequently, 
Taking expected values of the above equations, results in 
moments of a fourth-order integrand oonsisting of Gaussian 
prooesses. By manipulation of the variables and changes in the 
order of integration, an evaluation in Appendix Three leaves the 
result that&-
where 8ij is the double-sided power spectral density function 
of the respective signals and H(jw) the Fourier transform of h(u). 
At first sight, the above expression would appear to be 
rather involved in comparison to the original equation (2.57). 
However, after a moment's deliberation over Fig. (2.4), the 
composition 11 (U),I2(U),I3 (U) visually illustrates how simple 
the final result will become. In.Jig.(2.4), the filter transfer 
functions H1 (jw),H2 (jw),H3 (jw}Jl4(jW) are taken to be identical -
a practical result of requiring six very closely controlled data 
reduction channels. In addition, they are illustrated as having 
perfect attenuation beyond the cut-off point w = w • 
c 
Therefore, 
Av (a.;bfC;df]!:::::....l.. 4n 2 
assuming the relevent power spectral density functions to 
be virtually constant and w - W > Q, 
o c 
Dividing throughout by the product of the two integrals, each 
defined by both Bendat and Piersol (33 ) and Jenkins and Watts 
(34 ) as "the equivalent bandwidth- of the data filters, we are 
left, in the limit as w~ 0 with an estimate which reduces to 
c 
the product of the power spectral densities of the relevant 
signals at the heterodyning frequency w , as 8 dew )8 b(w ). 
o C 0 a 0 
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Hence, we may now revert to (2.55) and (2.56) to discuss the 
evaluation of Av [~m1 ' Av [~m] • Quantities of interest are:-
~ e1 +y1 e1 = i r(y +jy )(e -je )+(e +je )(y -jy )] [x2+x2] (2.61) 
. fc fc fs fa ~ c a c s c s c s c s 
';se;c·
'
;ce;s • i [(lc+jYs)(ec·jea>-(ec+jes)(yc-jys» 
x~xc+jXs,)· (Xc·jxs >] 
• [ (e +je )(e .je )(x +jx )ex -jx >] c s c s c s c s 
SUbstitution of (2.61) and (2.63) into (2.55) yields 
" Av rUm] • i Av [Xf·efYf·xf + xf·Yfef·xf] 
,.. AT [7ot ' et a/xf ] 
:. Av [Um] • i [Syx Sxe + Sex Szy] 
S S 
ex xe 
assuming the effective bandwidths of the data channels to 
be well matched and their heterodyned power spectral density 
functions to be virtually constant, over the bandwidths of the 
filters as w -+ o. 
c 
i.e. Av [~m] • = Real Part of S S yx ex 
• S S 
ex ex 
which will be remembered as the desired theoretical result of (2.27). 
Similarly, Av (~m] • Imag Part of 81% Se: (2.66) 
• S 8 
ex ex 
which itself corresponds to (2.28) and consequently, an on-line 
transfer function analyser operating on random data has been, at 
least, theoretically synthesised. 
2.4.2 An Approximate Discussion of Bias. 
From the analysis requiring fourth-order moments, it is now 
obvious that as long as there are no marked fluctuations in the 
epectral density functions - and this may be controlled by astute 
selection of filters - a virtually unbiased estimate of the 
analysed transfer function must be so obtained. Unfortunately. 
referring to the joint integral leU) (2.59) and Fig.(2.4), it 
is observed that further terms in the expectation will be involved, 
namely when w ~ w. From Fig. (2.4)(c,d,e,f), the spectral 
0' c 
windows H(jw), H(jw -j2w ) will begin to overlap, adding additional 
o 
terms to both numerator and denominator. Therefore, both cross-
spectral est~es will be themselves seperately biased, 
irrespective of how narrow is the filter bandwidth. In the case 
of perfect attenuation, the analysis for a strictly unbiased 
estimate, assuming w to be narrow, is confined to the region 
c 
w > w. Imperfect filtering will, however, produce a "tail" to 
o c 
the filter responses and it is suggested that a safety factor 
equivalent to w ~ iv should be emplo.-4. For a spectral 
cA' 0 
window consisting of two second-order Butterworth structures in 
cascade, approximately 20dB of attenuation will have occurred in 
each spectral window, before interaction takes place, if the latter 
: lDequality is satisfied. 
2.4.3 An Approximate Discussion of Convergence. 
A ;.. 
The expressions for U and V could not be originally 
m m 
evaluated, since the coefficients were stochastic. However, by 
taking expected values, a deterministic orientation, in terms of 
menn values, remains to be solved using standard techniques 
applicable to equations with consta.nt coefficients. To simplify 
matters, w. will be the "equivalent bandwidth" and for the 
instrument, corresponds to two second-order Butterworth structures 
in cascade. Tables of standard integrals are reproduced in 
Shinners' book (35 ) and in Appendix Four, the resultant value of 
we • wc/~ is obtained. Laplace transformation of(2.54) and 
evaluating the step response, leads to the expression :-
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~ .. (a,WO) G + KaV.~ Is.,,:l2J c ;m(O}+[ KawoiSyx Se;] /e 
(2.67) 
~ A 
U (0) is the previous evaluation of U i.e. at (w-w +S' w ) 
m moo 
-
" 
= ~ (O,w -6w ) 
moo 
U (0) thus indicates the "a priori" knowledge of the previous 
m 
estimate at (w -, w ), where w is the present heterodyning 
000 
frequency. Inverse transformation of (2.67) and using partial 
-
,.. 
fractions, it is readily apparent that U (w ) tends towards the 
m 0 
real part of S JS according % yr ex to 1- exp [- Kawe2 fSexJ 2~ • 
Likewise, V (w ) will converge 
m 0 to the imaginary part of S JS • y)( ex 
Therefore, the time constant of adaptation depends on both 
signal power and averaging parameters. One source of error depends 
upon the filtered channels being well matched. If this is not so, 
- -A ~ 2 
then Um(w
o
)' Vm(w
o
) are each inflated according to (w
e1/we2 ) • 
One final point to notice, stems from the solution of (2.67) • 
• 1\ 
U (0) will decay exponentially, according to the time constant 
m 
fa W~2 Isex 12J -1 .econcla. Hence, the previous knowledge of 
~ (w -~w) cannot be used in any way to speed up the convergonce moo _ _ 
to the final value of ~ (w ), since U (w -£w) will, by then, 
mom 0 0 
have decayed to zero. 
this chapter has revealed the theoretical basis of a practical 
transfer function analyser, suitable for the on-line analysis of 
random data. Sufficient equations ha.e been developed to show 
that the instrument could be simulated, if desired, on an 
analogue computer, since the basic building blocks are resolvers, 
filters, multipliers and summing junctions. The next chapter 
will deal exclusively with a novel resolver and filter, which 
were both found to be necessary, due to the limitations of current 
techniques. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
NOVEL ELECTRONIC FILTERING TECHNIQUES 
,.1 Introduction 
This chapter has been isolated from a discussion of the 
complete instrument, since new methods of tracking and filtering 
of the observed random data are claimed. These include a 
superior form of heterodyning, based on recursion techniques, as 
compared to R. May (25) and a revolutionary form of filter, 
which rel~es upon commutating techniques. The chapter is split 
into two parts. The first, based upon the heterodyning operation, 
..... sises how such a modulator may be controlled by digital 
techniques to produce an analogue circuit of high accuracy and 
repeatability. Resolution of the data into two components phase 
displaced by IT/2 radians results. The latter part illustrates 
the filtering operation upon such resolved data. Use again, is 
made of digitally controlled networks, since six identical 
channels must be aligned, regarding both amplitude and phase 
characteristics. Resultant performance allows the alignment to 
! 1% again yielding continuous repeatability. 
3.2 Aspects of the Resolver. 
The instrument must be capable of identifying all the available 
frequenCies, the tracking time being bounded by the instrument's 
natural response or the statistical estimation time, whichever is 
the greater. A scheme of identification must either :-
a) Track Simultaneously each of the frequencies stimulating 
the system or 
b) Translate them to a specific narrowly defined band, where 
they will be viewed to the best advantage and appropriately 
analysed. The merits of the two techniques using narrow-band 
responses have been well analysed in the literature (36,37). 
Summarised as follows, it may be said :-
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a) Analogue real-time analysis requires multiple filters for 
speotrum estimation. However, the expense of combing the spectrum 
up to 2KHs using bandwidths of 1Hz would be prohibitive. Further, 
high resolution -required for independent samples- is impraotical 
due to imperfect out-ol-band attenuation. In addition, the 
requirement for progressively higher tlQtI tuned filters, when 
analysing constant increments of frequenc~ completely eliminates 
this technique for the instrument. 
b) Heterodyning is the principle of modulating a known sinusoidal 
carrier by an arbitrary signal, such that the desired spectral 
portion, centred around the carrier frequency, is translated to a 
fixed narrow band-pass filter region, where the information is 
extracted. Sometimes, recording of the original sample together 
with repeated playback is used but in any case, real-time analysis 
is not possible due to the sequencing properties of the heterodyne. 
A distinct advantage arises, however, in that the sequencing 
properties will precipitate a more sophisticated design of the 
single filter, in comparison to the fixed bandwidths usual in the 
real-time analysis. 
For the application under consideration, the modulated carrier 
will be of the same frequency as the signal component being analysed. 
This component will now be available at zero and dOUble frequency 
and oonsequently, synchronous demodulation should be taken as a 
more descriptive term for the process. Estimates of the power 
spectral density properties are readily obtainable from the d.c. 
terms. This is preferable to using the dou'le frequency sideband 
since :-
a) Extra circuitry is required to seperate the in-phase and 
quadrature phased oomponents. 
b) Difficulty of synthesising high "Q" filters with variable 
bandwidth properties. 
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How can the oharacteristics of a digitally switched resolver 
be best formed to generate the orthogonal sine/cosine pair which 
will make available the tandem information paths? It is based 
upon an arrangement ( 38 ) which made use of recursive methods. 
The basic components are operational amplifiers, high grade 
resietors, field-effect transistors (FETS) and binary elements. 
In the respect that no frequency sensitive passive components 
are used and that the method relies upon the accuracy of resistance 
ratios and not absolute values, allows it to be possiblr 
manufactured as an integrated circuit. The idea is akin to (39 ) 
whereby, simple frequency generation of sinusoidal and triangular 
waveforms have been obtained from a weighted chain of resistors 
attached to an operational amplifier and interrogated by a binary 
counter, to yield a multilevel signal in response to the counter 
outputs. The resultant synthesised functions will of necessity 
be stepped and decisions on the size of counter will have to be 
made with regard to the smoothness of the function. The method 
adopted here has an advantage over the others, due to the 
employment of a recursive strategy. It allows full use of the 
n stages of the counter to be made without redundancy. Hence, 
n 2 permissable states are available as opposed to 2n suggested in 
one application using a ring counter ( 40 ). 
Further, in this application, the counter state acts as a 
modulating function upon the impressed analogue signal source 
and is not the souroe itself, hence eliminating the requirement 
for conversion of the counter output to stable analogue reference 
levels. 
3.3 Theory of the Resolver. 
The n-stage binary counter proposed by Hughes (38 ) resolves 
3600 into se~ents each of 2rr/2n radians. Each counter stage 
manipulates a weighted resistor either into or out of the recursion, 
as a clock line changes state. The recursion is based on well-
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known summation rules - the count progressing upwards -
sin (A+B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B 
cos (A+B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B 
Simple resistance ratios could be employed but an n-stage 
counter requires the same number of recursions, each one being 
followed by an appropriate ! sign, depending as to whether the 
sine or cosine is being computed. Ou this basis, the idea was 
subsequently developed using a radix 01 four and the geDeral 
theory is given below. 
Consider 2TTradians = r n , a counter of n stages each to 
radix r. 
Basic resolved segment = 2lirr-n rads. 
At any instant of time, an equivalent angle e can be specified:-
e Ti -n [ 0 II 2 r Kor + ••••••• + 
n-1 
=2nr-n 2 
. p=O 
and K varies sequentially from 0 to r - 1. 
P 
Consider sufficient clock pulses only to fill the first two stages 
of the counter. Then, 
S1 II sin (KoRo + K1R1) = sin KoRo COB K1R1+eos K~OSinK1R1 (3.3) 
where RP II r P 2 rr r -n rads. 
Therefore, the sine value of the angle, represented by the 
count in the first two stages, is expressed as a summation of 
two fixed products. 
Similarly, 
01 • cos (K RO 0 + K1R1) :: cos K R
O 
0 
cos K R1 1 - sin K R
O 
0 
sin K R1 1 
For a continuous clock of period 1C and expressing the value when 
the third stage is 
S2 = sin (KoRo 
being filled J 
1 2 
+ K1R + K2R )=81cos (3.5) 
-}r 
'l'hia will. be the value for time t = r2~ ~ t < (r3 -1)-C 
and hence recursions within these periods of time again only 
involve multiplication of one variable by a following fixed value. 
th In general, when the p most significant stage is in 
operation, we have at time 
Sin 
~ t < (rp+1_1) L-
a S a Sp-1 cos K RP + C 1 sin K RP p p p- p 
S S p-2 i K RP- 2 ( 8) p-2 = p-3 cos Kp-2R +Cp-3s n p-2 3. 
• 
· • 
• 
• 
81 = 80 cos K1R1 + Co sin K1R1 
Cosine values may be similarly expressed. In matrix form, 
the recursion can be summarised as :-
a 
3.4 !factical Considerations. 
C p-1 cos K RP P 
sin K RP 
P 
From the equations (3.6 - 3.9), the spatial displacement 
would appear linked to the time sequence and hence, the physically 
arranged recursion must proceed in the direction 8 to S • 
o p 
However, remembering that only fixed ratios are to be used, the 
order between the computational blocks ( ratio values and 
summation or subtraction ) need not be the above. What does 
matter, is, that each spatially displaced block must be activated 
by the corresponding counter position. The physical arrangement 
must try to minimise both drift and spike interference, the latter 
due to the use of FETS for the analogue switching unit. A stepped 
output will result and the response to a d.c. Signal level is 
shown in Fig.(3.1). Methods of generating sinusoidal functions 
could have used diode function generators or digital methods, 
based on variable rate counters (41). In either case, 
performance as a resolver would have been difficult to orientate. 
What determines the value of the radix and is there an 
optimum? Values of K lie in the range 0 to r-1, each value p 
in the same stage 
must be precluded 
being mutually exclusive. Analogue interaction 
ih(. IVt-"t"CLV\~<Z ...,llAAt of ihL c~,..c......:-:t 
and thence is realisable by a system of time-(\. 
division multiplex (TDM). Increasing the radix does so also to 
the branches of the multiplexer and reduces the total number of 
recursions, whilst reducing the radix, deteriorates the system 
accuracy according to the tolerance of the components used. Drift 
and offset could also accumulate but as opposed to a series of 
amplifiers, thesa problems are only evident in the final stage, 
since all previous stages will have ratios ~1, hence tending to 
alleviate the problem. 
Consider 256 segments of the resolved waveform. Possible 
counter configurations are :-
a) Pure binary, involving eight distinct stage operations, each 
of the two branches being switched directly from the counter 
state. 
b) Radix = 4. Hence four branches per stage and four recursions. 
c) iladix = 2,6 and a single recursion. Accuracy here is obtained 
at the expense of a vast array of complex decoding gates and 
will almost certainly be rejected. 
The overall design becomes a compromise between accuracy, 
decoding complexity and leakage problems of the TDM system. In 
conclusion, r = 2 requires one path to be inactive as far as 
information processing is concerned. In any computational block, 
should the value of K = 0, a redundant parallel path is required p 
to pass on previously computed values. The redundancy, defined 
-1 
as r ,applies to any radix chosen and for r = 2, is obviously 
the highest. 
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3.5 Minimisation of Harmonies. 
Consider the orthogonal sinusoidal functions to be syl1thesised 
by the formation of a Dumber of discrete steps, which are repetitive 
over integral multiples of the angle 2 TT rads. The discontinuities 
of the waveform are most easily analysed by means of a Fourier 
series, since the segments will produce harmonics of the 
fundamental stepped waveform. However, appropriate adjustment of 
the weighted steps should cater for the removal of the lowest 
order harmonics. 
Consider the modulating function existing either side of 
time t = o. 
i rn 
oC (t) • 2 Fk t u [t - (k-1)1(] 
k = 1 
i :rn 
-'2 Fkt u[t + (k-1)..(] -u [t+k'j) (3.10) 
k = 1 
where :-
u(t) 1s a sequence of Heaviside step functions. 
Fk is the discrete weight. 
L 21Tr-n 
" is the segment = rads. 
Expanding (3.10) as a Fourier trigonometrical series 
00 00 
oC (t) = a + ~ a i cos 2"" it + 2 bi sin 2TTit 0 L 
i = 1 T i =1 T _(3.11) 
From the observed symmetry :-
a) No d.c. terms are involved. 
b) 0( (t) = - oC (t + T/2), therefore only odd harmonies will 
prevail and they arise from two sources. 
1) Variations in amplitude weights from the theoretical value. 
2) Asymmetrical time seaments but a digital clock will remove 
the latter; assuming the range of interest, for the shortest 
dwell period, i8 within the frequency cut-off of the 
lETS (42.). 
For the example of the sinusoidal modulating function, only 
the harmonics bi can be present. Further, due to symmetry, bi 
may be evaluated in the first quadrant and the commutation is 
arranged palindromically as a result. 
Therefore bi 
n 
where q = r 
Integrating and evaluating (3.12) for all k 
bi = "/iTT [ F 1 (1 -COB 21T iq -1) +F 2(008 2 TT iq -1_00• 
+---+ Fq/" [008(1-1) 217 iq-1_coe * 2rtiq - 1] } 
In matrix 
1>:3 
~ 
b (~-1 
2 
4 
-in 
form, (3.13) may be conveniently expressed as 
(1 -cos 2n q-1) cos(q-1)2rrq-1 
1; 
(1 -cosl2nq -1 ) 
(1 rT -1 -cos5,2 q ) 
• 
1-cos(i-1 )2TTq-1 
:-
F1 
F2 
For the instrument, 64 ses-ents were used and the sixteen 
(F1 - F16) coefficients were .. aluated by a computer. The values 
(F1 - F16) are sequenced left to right in Table (3.1). correct to 
the fifth decimal place. 
1 
0 
• 
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Table 3.1 
·04909 .14679 .24308 .33702 .42773 
.51431 .59594 .67183 .74125 .80353 
.85807 .904~5 .94192 .97042 .98957 
.99920 
With 64 steps per cycle, the lowest harmonics will be the 
63rd and 65th , with amplitudes inversely proportional to the 
frequency. Should one however require more highly resolved 
segments, by extending the counter capacity, the calculations 
must become somewhat laborious. In trying to find a simpler 
solution, the immediate difficulty is to decide upon a criterion 
for the evaluation. If a smooth curve is to be placed through 
the stepped segments, to what value of~ would Fk refer? 
TakitB a mean square error criterion over the fundamental 
region (0 -+ 'TT/2) , 
E2 = 2-tr J~2 [Sin e -Fk(Q)] 2d e 0.15) 
q/4 k21Tq- 1 
a
2/n L f [sin e - Fk ( e )] 2dG <3.16) 
, k=1 (k-1 )2nq-1 
,. 
Differentiating (3.16) with respect to ~ and evaluating the 
int~gral for one segment, 
cos (k-1 )2TT q -1-oos k2 IT q -1 =F 2TI q-1 
k 
. ) n -1 "-1 ". -1 
•• 2 sin(~ 2 q sin~q = Fk2 q 
2 2 
For small increments, sin e = e and therefore 
Fk = sin (~) 2n q-1 
2 
From (3.19), it has been shown that Fk must be evaluated at 
the angle (k -i> 211rq- 1 rads. i.e. midway between the extremities 
of the step. 
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,.6 Operation of the Resolver. 
Schematic diagrams are shown in Figs (3.2, 3.3). For q : 64, 
three recursions seem necessary but only two have been used, use 
being made of the symmetry of the sine and cosine waves throughout 
the four quadrants. This is the simplest way of avoiding the 
negative coefficients which are then required. Digital circuitry 
again maintains the recursive accuracy by being substituted for 
operational amplifiers. 
n Consider the sine function. During the period 0' ~ ~ ~2, 
the coefficients change in the order ~ to ~ and in the reverse 
sequence t 11i2 , g ~ TT. Four cycles of the r values of K are 
o 
completed in the same time as one cycle of the r values of K1 • 
Witness the timing diagram of Fig.(3.4). Therefore, each quadrant 
is resolved into sixteen discrete steps. Finally during 
~~ ~ ~ 2TT, reversal of the coefficients is accomplished 
with the final stage of the counter triggering the SGN bit and 
switching ON the FET in the positive leg of the operational 
amplifier. During the previous half cycle, with the FET OFF, the 
operational amplifier was working in the common mode configuration, 
with feedback. Hence, output equals the input. Biasing unbalance, 
due to asymmetrical circuits being viewed by the bias current, 
was much more difficult to compensate for. More complicated 
FET circuits to give automatic correction can be used but a mean 
value not greater than 2mV was found to be possible \.,.ith r.m.s.=5mV. 
This is a minor carrier leak which will be filtered subsequently. 
3.7 Factors Affecting Accuracy of the Resolver. 
The resistance ratios were obtained by externnl connections 
to a high gain operational amplifier (MC 1433). Inaccuracies 
in the ratio established - apart from the tolerance of the 
resistors themselves - depend upon the loop gain of the amplifier 
in question. Hartley (43) has tabulated this error, which in 
the Me 1433 nmounts to ·02%. when open-loop gain exoeeds 80dB 
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and closed loop gain = - 1. This error can be neglected. 
The search for a fast semiconductor switch with low loss 
characteristics, resulted in using a FET of epoxy construction. 
Even at 70°C, the ON resistance is not greater than 30~ and the 
leakage current ·2nA at 40v broakdown (Amelco U1897E). This FEr 
was preferred to a normal switching transistor, both for leakage 
and not having a saturation voltage, although switching spikes 
are common to both but more likely to be less hazardous in the 
latter. Freeman (L:-4) has given as analysis of the latter case. 
For the F~~, spikes arise due to the differentiating effect 
of the combined channel/transmission capacitance and the load 
resistance. In addition, a fast switching low ON resistance FET 
has voltage transition levels, at the gate control, approaching 
ten volts. dwitching in a few microseconds, it is not surprising 
to encounter spikes of the order of one volt amplitude but low 
energy. Drive circuits are similar to Fig.(3.11). 
Two spikes occur, one positive and the other negative, shared 
between the ON and OFF conditions. For the N-channel device used, 
the negative spike is the most serious. In effect, a time 
varying resistance parallel combinai: ion of channel resistance and 
load exists. 'l'his value is small when the gate level rises to 
make Vgs = 0 - the ON condition. The opposite occurs when the 
device is turned OFF. This hazard can produce a measurable D.C. 
effect with frequency and a graph is shown in Fig.(3.5). Variations 
in the rise time will produce proportional amplitude changes in 
the spike and hence, experiments were carried out for acceptable 
levels. Referring to a previous discussion (Chapter 3.4), it 
will be clear, thwt placing the most frequently switched components 
at the beginning of the recursive chain, will help to ameliorate 
the overall effect at the output terminal. Should the spike not 
reach its steady-state level quickly, an Obvious inaccuracy must 
result. 
~-
For C d = C = 15 pF and RL = 10 KJl., the time constant g ga 
= ·15 microseconds. Seven time constants are necessary for the 
steady state to be reached, within ·1%. Hence, the maximum 
switching rate was chosen to be 64 x 2 KH~. Consideration of 
this time constant, Plus a low value of Rns ON/RL' resulted in 
choosing ratios normalised to 10 K~. Errors due to the OFF 
impedance of the switch may also be neglected, since RDS OFF ~109~, 
as far as leakage is concerned. 
Finally in Appendix Five, a derivation of the balancing 
potentiometer value, to minimise the d.c. content of the carrier 
leak in the TDM branches, is given. The value is equal to the 
parallel combination of the branches. 
3.8 Harmonic Breakthrough. 
The above mentioned effect is a function of the deviation 
of the weights from the theoretical optimum. Component resistors 
were of the metal film construction and selected with nominal 
tolerance t ·1%. Variation of the weights by computer 
programming, using both systematic and random techniques, revealed 
that a t ·1% tolerance would be quite sufficient, should no 
allowance be made for a maximum of + ·3% deviation caused by the 
FET. A glance at Table (3.2) will reveal the maximum third 
harmonic, still, to be only ·1% of the fundamental. The table 
shows both the programmed weights correct to the fourth decimal 
place, with either a positive or negative bias and the principal 
harmonics, corresponding to the deviations, listed with their 
inverse amplitudes. Harmonics were evaluated to the 101st and 
in each case null variations observed for the 63rd and 65th• 
MODIFIED WEIGHTING FACTORS (c.f. TABLE 3.1) 
+ ·3% + Alternate - -3% + Random - -3% 
-0492 -0492(+) -0492(+) 
-1472 -1464(.) -1472(+) 
-2437 -2437(+) -2437(+) 
-3380 -3360(.) -3360(.) 
-4292 -4292(+) -4292(+) 
-5159 ·5128(.) -5128(.) 
-5978 -5978(+) -5978(+) 
-6738 -6698(.) -6738(+) 
-7438 -7438(+) -7390(-) 
-8059 -8011(·) -8011(.) 
-8606 -8606(+) -8606(+) 
-9072 -9015(-) -9015(-) 
-9448 -9448(+) -9448(+) 
-9733 -9675(·) -9675(·) 
-9925 -9925(+) -9865(-) 
1-0022 -9962(.) -9962(·) 
RECIPROCAL HhRMONIC LEVELS. 
1st 1-0030 -9998 -9989 
3rd 24723 4105 993·35 
5th 21546(.) 4855(·) 2298(.) 
7th 54897(·) 7089 2427 
9th 37549(·) 5016(-) 1501(.) 
11th 39'+44(·) 4873 1698 
13th 70520( .. ) 3631(-) 1870 
i 
TABLE 3.2 
3.9 Aspects of Filtering. 
Having established the signal component of interest at zero 
frequency, how is this desired portion to be filtered out ? 
Absolute spectral analysis (45) requires averaging over 
frequency space, with essentially rectangular windows, if 
leakage from the unwanted "tail" region and hence, the bias, is 
to be minimised. Unfortunately, this is not possible, unless 
an infinite delay is practicall However, in transfer function 
analysis, a ratio of two spectral density functions is the 
complex random variable desired and hance, relative spectral 
analysis will suit the requirements. This is heuristically 
judged on the basis that, leakage components will be common to 
all channels and when normalised with respect to the desired 
spectral functions, should therefore tend to cancel. This also 
follows from equation (2.60). Strong variations may still 
remain in the smoothed data but filters with fourth-order cut-off 
slopes are thought to be satisfactory. Similarly, in assessing 
the pass-band structures, identical shapes are desirable for 
each of the six channels of signal processing in the instrument. 
The presence of either ripple characteristics ( Chebyshev or 
Cauer ) or flat characteristics as typified b1 Butterworth 
filters is immaterial, as long as there exists sufficient d.c. 
extraction gain. Consequently, the remaining stipulations of 
ease of manufacture, controllability, led to the use of 
Butterworth structures. 
With the low-pass filter requirements of bandwidth 
variation between .01 and 10Hz, is it possible to form identical 
structures of six fourth-order devices, within 1% each to each 
economically? Normal analogue techniques would consist of 24 
ganged potentiometers and six ganged three-position decade 
switches for capacitor variations. Consequently, digital or 
hybrid techniques will be resorted to, the last described being 
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claimed as original in form and not at all seen by the author in 
publications to date. Both merits and disadvantages of possible 
filters are given, to show that a new device wns required for the 
instrumeot. 
3.9.1 Sampled Data Filters. 
This is the technique, whereby, a selection of sample and 
hold devices plus delay elements, each controlled by binary 
computational elements, are arranged to form numerical difference 
equations which satisfy the filtering requirements in discrete 
time. Once sampled, the sums and differences may be manipulated 
by analog or digital techniques (46), the latter requiring an 
analog to digital (A/D) conversion. Only the former shall be 
considered, the A/D facilities are an unnecessary and expensive 
complication. 
With sampling, the normalisation of the cut-off and band-pass 
Characteristics relative to the sampling frequency is gained. 
Repeatability of the characteristics is thereiore possible, since 
they would be locked to an externally applied digital clock 
frequency. Manipulation of the difference equation may be done 
recursively, whereby, functions of the output are fedback to the 
input. Alternatively, non-recursive or transvursnl techniques 
imply delay of each sample, with a weighted sequence to give 
approximations to the desired impulse response. 
However, in the feedback case since the transfer r~sponse 
is synomonous with continuous s-plane filters. it would be very 
convenient if knowledge of the continuous frequency response could 
be transformed into the z-domain. A technique to do this was 
popularised (47) and known as the bilinear tranoform. A change 
of variable is made, such, that s - 2 [z - 1] 
- T z + 1 
where T is the period according to the sampling rate. A 
(3.20) 
polynomial in z results, which if accompanied by a low normalised 
cut-off, produces an identically transformed low-pass filter. 
-4'-jwdt 
Unfortunately, as z = e and s = jw , the equivalent analogue 
a 
variable in radian measure, (3.20) reduces to (48 ), 
W 
a = w 
....!!. 
IT 
where w is the sampling rate. 
s 
A subsequent warping of the frequency scales will result in the 
stop-band. alone, if the pass-band is achieved with a low 
normalised cut-off. A good practical example of the design of 
a Cauer filter has been given (49 ) with normalised cut-off 
about 1,-1. Accordingly, very good matched guard filters 
would be required to keep aliased 8pectra to low proportions in 
the instrument design. The disadvantages of decreasing the 
normalised value of wd will be highlighted with an example. 
Consider the normalised polynomial in the s-plane, 
. F(a) = 
.. ~ 
i.e. a second-order Butterworth structure. 
nWd 
Using (3.20) and the substitution tan Iws = TTwd (ws )-1. 
(3.22) becomes, 
F(z) = 
[~. Z-11+J2.5. [Z-1] .wd + wd 2 T z+1 T z+1 
(3.23) may be re-arranged as a polynomial in z. 
:.F(z) 
-1 2. 2 J ) '(z -1)+(z +2z+1) 
(3.24) 
Divide (3.24) throughout by t and replace F(z) by the ratio of 
ita output, 'o(Z)' to its input, F1(Z). Hence:-
-44. 
(1_2z·1+z-2)+2~ (1-Z-2)+1+2Z-1+a-21 
Twd J 
Re-arranging into powers of z and uaing-'La = WS/Wd ' we have :-
+1 
_2z·1 G4TIAa)2 + ~ 
+ z·2 [(4TIA )2 _~ IT 
a a 
(3.26) 
Inverse transforming to the *ime domain, (3.26) becomes :-
F (nT)~ (4ITA)22F (nT-T).(4rrA )2F (nT-2T)+F1(nT) o a 0 s 0 
(4TI.Jl.) 2 
a 
x + 2F1 (nT-T) + F1 (nT.2T) 
(4 n -Ag)2 (3.27) 
whereA... .. . 1 • 
s 
It is now readily apparent that for a desired~ ~ 100z1, 
s 
an extremely large attenuation factor is required to act upon 
the input signal, before the differencing operation begina. With 
operational amplifiers having a dynamic range of 1000:1, before 
the offset errora become appreciable in comparison to the 
differencing operationa, it is just not feasible to have repeatable 
accuracies of the order desired. Using low valuea of~ , the 
s 
guard filters would require the same care in their design as for 
the analysing filters ! 
3.9.2. Commutated Filters. 
Another recent technique made fashionable within the last 
decade ( 50 ) is a digital filter, known variously as the N-path, 
commutating or synchronous filter. With it came a new approach 
to the analysis of time - invariant subnetworks, whose constituent 
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parts are connected by menns of switches. It a subnetwork is 
arranged by switches to be multi-port, n commutation network (CN) 
is involved (51 ). The electrical action of these switches upon 
an impressed signal is that of modulation and accordingly, the 
network may be arranged in series or shunt form. The latter type 
is depicted in Fig.(3.6), the time-invariant prototype being a 
simple RC lag network. Sequential switching gives rise to the 
commutation effect but more ingenious switching arrangements, 
such as derived from n ring counter, ean give stepped approximations 
to sinusoidal modulation functions and so help to remove excess 
harmonics ( 52 ). 
Before 1960, approximate analysis ( 53 ) had been developed 
but recent papers ~,54) had removed many approximations by the 
use of state-space analysis. Eaeh was a developm.tt of the ideas 
of Desoer (55 ), who used the technique for simple switching circuits. 
State-space analysis allows for a loading of the CN to be catered for. 
Previous analysis normally relied upon an evaluation of the impulse 
response and Fourier transformation C6,5~. An exponentially 
decaying envelope onn be seen as the impulse response of Fig.(3.?). 
Other techniques (58 ), consider the network to be an equitalent 
circuit made up of two series modulators with the passive or active 
network sandwiched between them. The action of any CN is in 
general to produce a comb- like structure of responses, identical 
to that of the basic subnetwork but displaced at harmonics of the 
switching frequency. Care must be of course be taken to avoid 
Q&iasing. If the subnetwork is of the low-pass variety, high - Q 
tuned circuits are readily available (59 ,60). Hence, the 
network is very acceptable for band-pass analysis with simple 
guard filters. However, at low frequencies, to prevent interaction 
through aliasing, thorough protection is required. 
By using the 1800 of phase displacement (52,61) of an active 
CN, commutating band-stop filters have been derived to suppress 
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the bending modes in aircraft structures ( 62). Unfortunately, 
present research at low f~equenoies seems very restricted and 
even although various modulating functions, feedback CN's and 
second-order networks ( 63 ) were examined in view of the 
t 
instruments requirements, no tangible foundation was revealed. 
In each case, it was apparent that analogue variation of the 
subnetwork parameters was required to change the overall pass-
band characteristics. Switching only displaced the basic 
properties to another domain of the complex s-plane. In addition, 
the timo waveform was most discouraging, due to R-C time constant 
transients and really requires following with a sample and hold 
device ( 6~ ). 
For obvious reasons, it would be ideal for the pass-band 
structures to be digitally controlled. This is not impossible, 
as resistance multiplication ( 65 ), transfer function variation 
( 66 ), moving average ( 67 ) and integrator time conctants( 68 ) 
have illustrated. Unfortunately in ( 67 ), the subnetwork 
comprised two capacitors and to perform with a sampling rate/ 
filter cut-off frequency at a minimum of 100:1, would have 
necessitated a minimum of 100 switched capacitor segments ! 
These techniques had thus to be completely re-organised for 
the present need. Not unnaturally, the network devised, proved 
to be a combination of the above ideas. It can be re-arranged 
to produce digitally controlled parameters in either low-pass, 
high-pass or band-pass nominal structures of the subnetwork. 
3.10 The Capacitor-Ratio Commutated Filter (CRCF) 
Consider the network arrangement shown in Fig.(3.8). It 
consists of a series resistance R - which can include the output 
impedance of the step function driving source - a capacitor C, 
placed between a double-pole double-throw switch (DPDT) and a 
sink capacitor nC, where n is greater than one. The double-pole 
double-throw switch is assumed to consist of :-
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1) Switches whose transients occur at very high frequencies, as 
opposed to the frequency content of the applied source. 
2) Effectively zero leakage of current through switches in the 
".., state. 
3) An ON impedance which in no way limits the circuit current. 
A current will exist in the circuit, arranged by the DPDT 
periodic switch to pass through the capacitor C in opposite 
directions. Correspondingly, a set of times T1 and T2 seconds 
will arise such that :-
it k T~ t<k T + T1 for direction 1 1,1 • 
ie k T + T1~ t < (k + 1)Tfor direction 1 2,2 • 
where T is the period of the changeover, such that 
T1 + T2 = T but T1 is not necessarily equal to T2 and k is an 
integer. 
Consider a modulating function met), periodic in nature and 
resembling a jump function such that :-
a) 
b) 
vet) 
i(t) 
= met) vc(t) 1 
= met) i (t) 
c 
where met) = 1; kT~ t <. kT + T1 
met) =-1; kT +T1~ t <: (k+1) T 
In addition, it aust be observed that, irrespective of the 
switching time, should no applied stimulus prevail, the voltages 
around the loop must be in a state of mutual equilibrium, such 
that v and V are equal and opposite. Hence, summing the voltages 
around the network we have :-
Au(t) = i(t) R + met) v (t) 
c 
+-1 Jt i(t) dt 
nC 
.y 
where "t indicates one of the bl\."~ tiV"c: s of (3.28) 
u(t) the Heaviside step function. 
Au(t) * i(t)R + v (t~:· 1 rt itt) dt for t E T1 (3.30) 
o nc JKT 
t 
Au(t) = i(t)R - v (t) + -1 1 i(t) dt for t E T2(3.31) o nC: 
KitT, 
Expressed in general terms of v using (3.28) we have :-
c 
• 
where ic = CVc and the dot notation indicates a 
derivative with respect to time. 
Therefore 
• 
CRv 
c 
and the first state equation has revealed the voltage source 
to be modulated by the switching action. Similar equations thus 
result when compared with Desoer's method (55 ) of employing a 
complex exponential driving source, followed by a change of 
variable. 
:.CR;C(t) = A [u(t) - ~(t - T1)] - Vo(1+1/n ), t ET1 (3.34) 
and CRvc(t) =-A [u(t - T1) - u(t - T~ -Vo(1+ 1/n ),t e T2 (3.35) 
Transforming (3.34) by the methods of Laplace and viewing 
v from time t = 0 :-
o 
CR ~svc(S) - vo(o)] = A [1_e-ST1] s-1.vc (s) [1+1/nJ (3.36) 
where v (0) will be finite or zero, depending upon whether it is 
o 
charged or pot when the st~ulus is applied. Also:-
CR [SVe(s) - v
e
(T1 ) ] = Ae-
lsT1 [ 1.e-eT~s-1_vc(S)[1+1tn] 
(3.37) 
Colleoting terms and solving, we have from (3.36) 
v.(e) [eCR + (1+1/n)] = CRv.(O)+A [1.e-sr1] 
+ A [1 . e-&T1] 
eCR (s + a) 
:.v (a) = v (0) e _0 __ _ 
s + a 
where a = (n+1)(nCR)-1 
-1 
s 
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Partial fractions may be used to separate the furthest right 
expression of (3.39) i.e. 
1 = A + B • 1 1 
- - -s(s+a) S s+a a(s+a) 
:.VC(T,) = vc(ole -aT, + n!, A[ '-8 -aT,] [ u(t)-u(t _T,~ 
Since the CR product will be very small, to allow each 
capacitor to charge fully under a voltage source, the steady state 
will be reached very rapidly and hence 
vcss (T1) = -!- A 
n+1 
(3.41) 
These above values in (3.41), (3.42) will be pertinent. solely to 
the case where v (0) = V(o) = O. Otherwise. they only constitute 
c 
the part of the final steady state value due to the active 
expression (3.30), the other portion being the original steady 
state conditions at time t = O. Hence, taking (3.41), (3.42) to 
be the final values, the circuit action will become more apparent 
by considering what occurs during T2 • The analysis will exploit 
the principles of superposition. 
During time T2 , two events will occur. 
1) v(T1 ) and V(T1) must redistribute their voltages at the moment 
of commutation and this can be seen by considering A not to be 
present. 
2) The stimulus A will pump more' current into the circuit to 
satisfy Kirchoff's law and maintain the distribution 
momentarily destroyed by 1). Hence, the steady state output 
voltages during T2 are the sum of the actions 1) and 2). 
For 1). V, (t) = V(T,) +...l r2[ v(T, )-V(T, )] exp-t' [(n+1)1 dt 1 (3.43) 
T1Et<T 
nC J 0 R Rn~ j 
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:.V1 (t) II V(T1 ) + -L E(T1 ) - V(T1 )1 (n+1) J 
For 2) 
Combining (3.44), (3.45) we have; 
v (TZ) II - n css (ii+1) A - v1 (T2 ) 
But V(T1 ) II m-
1 (t) v
o
(T1 ) = vo (T1 ) ] v(T2) II m-1 (t) vc (T2) = -vc (T2) 
:.v (T2 ) II - n A + n V(T1) + 1 vc (T1) css (ii+1) (n.;:;) (n.;:;) (3.48) 
Likewise v
css
(T+T1 ) • n . A - v1 (T+T1 ) 
J 
-n+1 
An. v
css
(2T) = -..!L. A - V1 (2T) 
n+1 
A diagram of the state voltage Vc is depicted in Fig.(3.8). 
minu8 the very sharp transients and drawn for T1 = T2• 
vet) II met) ve(t) is readily calculated. When v (t) is negative, css 
the value of vet) will be multiplied by -1, giving the overall 
positive waveform shown in Fig.(3.8). 
Returning to equations (3.41), (3.42) we have :-
v (T1 ) = A(1 - b) 88 
where b II n(n+1)-1 
Substituting (3.50) into (3.48) 
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v
css
(T2 ) = - bA + bA(1-b) + (1-b) bA 
= bA(1 - ab) 
-
(T2 ) bA(2b - 1) 1 -- v = ss v (T2 ) = A (1 + b - 2bJ ss 
In general from the iterations (3.49) 
v (kT) 
ss = 
v (kT) 
ss = 
From these general formulations, we may observe the difference 
between any two transition states :-
v (kT+T1 ) - v (kT) = bA(2b - 1 )2k [(2b - 1) -1 J ss ss 
From (3.53) it may now be concluded that the ratio between the 
difference of two following states and the initial one is a 
constant = _ 2/n+1 
v (kT+T1) - v (kT) ss 55 
v (kT) 
ss 
= - 2 
n + 1 
(3.54) is the solution of a discrete exponential envelope, 
such that yet) = exp [- 2t/(n+1)T1] and t is evaluated at 
the k values of T1 , T2 - Consequentl~ a time constant has 
been achieved digitally, such that the radian cut-off point 
is 4(n+1)-1 times the commutating frequency_ The switched 
waveform is akin to a continuous exponential of the same time 
constant being applied to a sample and hold device. Aliasing 
must occur but this can be removed with simple guard filters, 
by making the sink capacitor as large as possible with regard 
to the commutated one. 
3.11 Construction of a CRCF 
From theory, two points are noted. 
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a) The voltagu across the switched capacitor decays exponentially 
with an applied step ohange whilst 
b) the voltage across the sink capacitor rises according to 
1 - exp [- t 4fs(n+1)-~ . 
Therefore, either low-pass or high-pass filters may be 
obtained. The action of the switch is to synthesise an equivalent 
resistance of the value (n+1) T1/2nc ohms. Further, during the 
stationary period, it is imperative that the commutated capacitor 
should not lose its charge through loading. Consequently, high 
impedance buffemare required, since one switched section may 
not be loaded by another. 
The basic filter was taken to be a Butterworth voltage 
controlled source ( 69 ) of second-order polynomial, whose 
representation is depicted in Fig(3.9). Replacing each RC section 
with the switched segments, previously described but with the 
addition of buffering, changes were observed in the overall 
characteristics with a resultant peak around the cut-off point. 
Therefore, the filter structure is resynthesised in Appendix Six, 
using buffers and the basic and final configurations shown in 
Figs (3.10, 3.11). 
Experiments were conducted with switching frequencies at 
1.01 KHz, 101Hz. aad 10.1Hz. In each case, at a frequency of 
8.6, ·86, ·086Hz, the cut-off point was reached with an amplitude 
equivalent to (~2)-1 of the input signal. In addition, the 
i -, 1 f 900 • equ v~ent phase change was a as 0 It was noted that the 
maximum output was a constant within 2% of the input. This is 
equivalent to a 1% drop per stage. 
With a sinusoidal input of 2 volts r.m.s. and n = 100:1, 
resu1ts were tabu1ated (Table 3.3) for each range of switching. 
The corresponding normalised graphs were plotted (Figs 3.12, 3.13) 
in dB's of attenuation relative to the cut-off point and in 
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degrees of phase log against the same. It is readily observed 
that a second-order Butterworth filter of the low-pass variety 
has been synthesised, whose cut-off point is very easily controlled 
by digital switching, The asymptotic slope cut-off reaches -12 dB 
per octave as expected. Unfortunately, the phase lag for values 
of normalised frequency> 10~1 could not be reliably obtained 
from the Solartron TFA used for the experimental analysis. 
The differential and switching FETS were Motorola 2N 5457, 
the former arrangement being matched to approximately 3% at the 
point of operation. It is worthwhile to note, that the maximum 
attenuation per first-order section is equivalent to (n+1)-1 
in the low-pass mode, i.e. when the signal frequency ~ than 
the operation of the DPDT switch. A loading impedance of 
approximately 109~ allows satisfaotory operation to·01 Hz, 
especially if the drift voltage can be compensated for. 
There is no reason to believe that with the use of a 
smaller switched capacitor and employing metal-oxide field-effect 
transistors (MOSFETS) as the buffering and switching devices, 
along with high quality polycarbonate capacitors, that the range 
could not be extended down by at least another two or three 
decades. With a 1 pF capacitor using conventional techniques, 
a 1010 ohm value would be completely impossible. This would 
apply, whether the configuration was chosen to be low-pass, 
high-pass, band-pass or a straight forward integrator, with the 
comautated capacitor replacing the resistor and a sink capacitor 
in the feedback loop of an operational amplifier. 
From a temperature stability viewpoint, similar high quality 
capacitors would have the same temperature coefficient and hence, 
temperature variations common to both would be eradicated, since 
the time constant is only dependent on the ratio between the two 
values. 
One final point concerns the analysis from a voltage source. 
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An infinite current will not flow with a small series resistance, 
due to the FET parameters saturating. The drain current under 
these conditions is such, that a limited current will flow but 
this must be sufficient to charge the small capacitor to the 
input voltage, when the highest switching frequency is present. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
COMPLETE INSTRUMENT ORGANISATION 
4.1 Introduction. 
In the previous chapter, space was devoted to the novel 
methods of extracting the data ina suitable form to model the 
system, following the theoretical ideas developed in Chapter Two. 
Our attention will now be drawn to the overall format of the 
instrument's designtwhich will inuor~orate use of the designs of 
the previous chapter, in addition to the complex timing 
procedures required for the automatic tracking through anyone 
given range of frequencies. In addition, input attenuators, 
time averaging, signum multiplication and the overall processing 
and display portions are all detailed. 
4.2 Frequency Sweeping. 
For operation of the resolver wit. automatic sweep facilities, 
a need was established for the generation of accurate clock pulses. 
Removal of LCIRe oscillators was not completely accomplished, 
although the swept frequencies were controlled progressively by 
a binary counter and hence linearly over the range (.01-1999)Hz. 
Only accurate, repeatable, pulse edges were necessary and this 
at least removed the usual requirements of stable sinusoids , 
both in amplitude and phase, as is normal in standard heterodyning 
techniques. 
4.2.1 Digital Techniques. 
The binary rate multiplier (BRM) initially seemed to be an 
ideal choice. This device produces fractional pulse rates when 
compared to a standard clock reference source. It consists of 
a divider chain and a control counter. The latter is a gate 
controller, allowing sufficient pulses through from the divider 
chain to oomprise the required pulse rate and hence, the principle 
appeared ideal for a variable clock source. A fundamental 
.. 
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disadvantage, however, arises from the asymmetry between the 
resultant pulse edges. Attempts by Robrock ( 70 ) have been 
made to minimise this feature, using special codes but basically 
involve extra dividing chains to remove the "jitter." Moshos (71) 
has indeed shown a maximum asymmetry in any complete cycle of 
the divide chain to be : 7/18 + n/6 + (9~2n)-1 where n is the 
total numb~r of stages in the chain. This maximum error must 
be considered when the total number of input pulses is not 
sufficient for the divide chain to fulfil its complete cycle. 
One solution appeared to be a BRM operating in a closed-
loop with a voltage controlled oscillator (VeD), combined with 
the allied D/A conversions - a rather cumbersome approach. 
Inspection of the circuit how •• e~ revealed an overall system 
characterised by a first-order lag. Further, it was most unlikely 
that a 1% stable veo could be obtained over the dynamic range 
·64Hz - 128KHz • 
A further attempt to overcome the problem, resulted in the 
conception of a binary period multiplier. It used exactly the 
same components as the BRM, minus the differentiating networks. 
The control counter dialled the gating configuration, to produce 
one output pulse when the state of the divider chain coincided 
with that of the control counter. An output train now consisted 
of an integral number of periods, each symmetrically spaced, the 
chain being reset at the occurrence of a pulse. 
4.2.2 Merits of Digital Technigues. 
Since BPM's and BRM's are natural inverse operations, the 
best resolutions occur in frequency bands at opposite ends of 
the domain. Pulse rate increments of the BRM are integral 
multiples of the rate 1/2n x reference frequency. This 
correspondingly yields good resolution at high frequencies, due 
to the small change and very poor 'Q' factor filters at the low 
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frequency end of the spectrum. A BPM experienc~s the reverse 
process, such that both a MHz initial clock and a reduction in 
the number of heterodyne weights would be required. In addition, 
a BPM will produce a non-linear sweep through the frequency 
domain. 
4.2.3 Hybrid Technigues. 
Having abandoned purely digital generation of the uniform 
pulse rates, the next feasible technique seemed to rely upon an 
oscillator (sinusoidal or relaxation type), whose parameters 
could be linearly controlled by means of a digital counter_ 
Resistance / capacitance types appeared to be the most promising, 
using digit variation of the ohmic values, according to some 
binary coding and decade switching of the capacitors. Blocking 
oecillators and unijunction relaxation types failed to produce 
the necessary -64Hz to 128KHz range. In addition, a linear 
variation of the astable RC multivibrator ( 72 ), using operational 
amplifiers to produce ramp functiomand hence trigger comparators, 
failed at the upper frequencies, when the amplifier filtered out 
some of the harmonics of the rectangular waveform. 
Hence, a sinusoidal oscillator followed by Schmidt triggering 
of the output remained - to be satisfied most simply by a Wien 
bridge configuration. Here, the frequency of oscillation is well 
known to occur at (2TT" R1R2C1C2)-1= (21TRC)-1 Hz , when both sides 
of the bridge are balanced with similar components and is inversely 
proportional to resistance values. Could this arrangement 
possibly yield a linear sweep? Let us assume resistance values 
to be controlled by a binary coded counter. Consider a single 
decade. The coded weights 4-2-2-1 are chosen to follow in the 
order shown (Table 4.1) for a single decade. Interconnections 
for this feedback counter are less complicated than for conventional 
BCD and only a single triple-three-input integrated circuit NOR 
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package is required. In addition, decoding can be performed 
with a series of similar gates, lending uniformity to the design. 
If we consider the counter weights to control the resistance 
values inversely to the binary weights, it is revealed that 
R/4, R/2 , R/2 , R would be required respectively. For example, 
take the code according to a value of seven times the least 
. if d 1 R/4, R/2 , R =R/7• s1gn icant value. In parallel are place the va ues 
H~nce the oscillation frequency = 7(2TfRC)-1 Hz;seven times the 
fundamental. Therefore, a linear sweep is quite readily attainable, 
according to a counter, irrespective of the number of decades. 
The Wien bridge circuit employed, is shown in Fig (4.1), 
with range switched values trimmed in practice to allow for 
parasitic capacitance. The nominal value of C for the highest 
frequency range is 2-486nF and the resistance values are essentially 
+ 
- .2% accurate, controlled by FETS through level translators 
from the counter. A graph, Fig (4.2), shows the linearity of the 
sweep in terms of the absolute error at the displayed frequency 
in the range (1-2000)Hz. With a 6v bulb, a frequency stability 
of one part in 2 x 10-3 was attainable at normal operating 
conditions, with the frequency being measured at the output of 
the Schmidt trigger. 
4.3 Automatic Incremental Sweep. 
Conventional analysis by heterodyning normally involves a 
variation of the sinusoidal frequency with time, possibly 
controlled by a ramp input to a vultage - controlled oscillator. 
This practice may result in an additional "beating" of the data. 
Further, fast sweeping to view the approximate response is not 
satisfactory, since the smoothing involved, eradicates even the 
beginning of spectral resonances. 
With the frequency controlled digitally, it was thought 
that incremental sweeping would allow a fast sweep facility, 
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combined with the highlighting of certain good resolved estimates, 
to obtain an approximate idea of what was happening, before 
attempting a detailed analysis. Consequently, a 3·2wdecade counter, 
to give 2000 individual steps of frequency, was employed not only 
to increment in single steps but in blocks of 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 
100 as well. Range switching, via the decade capacitors in the 
Wien bridge, allowed this variation in the regions (.01-20, .1-200, 
1-2000)Hz, the increments in anyone region being in multiples of 
the slowest frequency. In addition, the sweep could progress 
either UP or DOWN or be held (HOLD) at any particular frequency, 
for as long as desired, simply by manipulation of the feedback 
connections around the complex counter. 
4.3.1 Design of the Increment,l Sweep Counter. 
The multivariable feedback counter was designed using the 
rules of J - K flip-flops, in which the inputs at the next clock-
pulse are a function of the past output variables. Overall 
minimisation of the logic was conducted by application of Karnaugh 
maps and finally each functional J - K expressed as a sum of 
minterms. In Table (4.1). the 4-2w2-1 code is established, as 
noted previously and both the count sequences for increments of 
two UP/DOWN given as an example. Tn signifies the state at clock -
pulse n and a is an undefined state, equivalent to either 0 or 1; 
depending on which variate produces the least complex Boolean 
expression. Figures (4.3,4.4,4.5) yield the complete Boolean 
composition for the first decade, (A1B1C1D1), along with the 
CARRY to the second decade. Decades two, three and binary four 
are basically of the same construction. For the first decade, 
the START and INCREMENT facilities are included. These monostables 
produce pulses of approximately one micro-second duration: CP1. 
Finally, it is to be noted that the overall design uses 
synchronous count within each decade, with ripplewthrough of the 
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CARRY. Each decade is decoded using triple-three-input NOR gates 
and displayed via NIXIE tubes. 
4.3.2 Rate of Change of Incremental Sweep. 
Having established a method of frequency generation proportional 
to counter contents and a means of sweeping through the complete 
spectrum in various steps, the rate of change of the sweep must 
be developed. From the statistical viewpoint, the degrees of 
freedom of the resolved estimate depend on both time and frequency 
averaging. Further, at increased frequencies, one must view a 
greater number of periods of the heterodyning clock waveform, in 
order to maintain a constant viewing time per frequency step - in 
this case at multiples of one second. This is simply achieved using 
a second 3.2 - decade counter, of design similar to that controlling 
the Wien bridge, except that it counts the number of pulses fed 
into the heterodyne circuit unimodally. When this number 
instantaneously reaches that already dialled on the Wien bridge 
counter itself, a 13 bit digital comparator produces a single 
pulse, to reset the former and continue the count again. This idea 
is closely similar to that conceived for the BPM, except that here, 
an increased reference frequency leaves the output pulse period 
constant. 
Consequently, a reset pulse occurs once every 1/64 ,1°/64,1°°/64 
seconds, depending upon whether the lowest range frequency is 
-1 -2 1, 10 • 10 Hz respectively. This occurs independently of the 
frequencies being examined in that particular range. These 
normalised pulse periods are easily noted by a third counter of 
similar unimodal structure and the output, in this instance, 
compared with a 13 bit code dialled on a thumbwheel switch, 
indicating averaging time. This code is of course 4-2-2-1. A 3.2 
unimodal counter and a 13 BIT comparator are shown in Figs (4.6,7) 
respectively. 
This final stage of comparison again produces reset pulses, 
which are successively counted in two ripple through counters. 
The first divides by 64 and the second by 4. Decoding of the 
final stnte of the former produces a pulse, whose period 
corresponds to multiples of either 1,10 or 100 seconds. Division 
by the latter accomplishes two tasks. It allows a frvQuencJ.to 
a 
occur, which will give1radian cut-off to the Butterworth commutated 
filters in the adaptive loop, corresponding directly to 
the number dialled in seconds. Secondly, it provides at least 
four time constnnts for the said filter to settle. At the very 
end of this chain, a decoding pulse is generated which, signals 
the end of averaging, is applied to the INCREMENT control and 
thus a new frequency is generated, either UP or DOWN, depending 
on the button previously selected. 
After the first divide by two in the ripple-through 64 chain, 
that output is fed to the averaging filters operating in the time 
domain. These are first-order equivalents of Fig (3.11). This 
then, is the frequency which produces the analogue cut-off discussed 
above, irrespective of the signal frequency being analysed. Hence, 
the analysis time will always be linked to an integral number of 
waveform periods and therefore will help to suppress mains 
interference. 
Before proceeding further, all the timing circuitry will be 
synthesised into a block diagram to aid the understanding of how 
the frequency generation, sweep variation and averaging time can 
be intrinSically locked together. In addition, it is easily seen 
that the START to the Wien bridge sets everything in motion, over 
one complete range, automatically and is completely self-generating. 
4.3.3 Summary of Digital Controller. 
All the timing signals required are succintly explained by 
reference to Fig (4.8). Starting with the Wien bridge control 
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counter, any combination of :-
1) A specific value of the numerals (1-100), 
2) the controls START and UP/DowN, 
3) the RANGE selection for the Wien bridge itself, will initiate 
a count sequence, whose clock, trom then onwards, will be 
determined by pulses on the INCREMENT COUNTER line. The first 
state will be level translated through to the Wien bridge, whose 
combination ot resistors will determine the natural frequency of 
oscillation. A resultant clock, suitable to drive Signetics 
logic modules is obtained via a Schmidt trigger and used to :-
1) Create a 16 bit test signal arranged as a discrete sinusoid 
and shown in Fig (4.9) or a 63 bit test signal arranged as a 
pseudo-random sequence and shown in Fig (4.10). 
2) Drive the resolver decoder of Fig (3.3), so operating upon 
the analogue data present. 
3) Be counted in'S' and compared with the coding initially 
generated, to produce pulses at 1/64 of the range period 
dialled, irrespective of the frequency. These normalised pulses 
are in a suitable form for similar treatment by 'T' and digital 
comparison with the coded thUlbwbeel svitcb. 
It remains to install everything on the universal time scale 
and this is accomplished with ripple-through counter variants 
of six and two stages respectively. The former essentially 
synthesises pulse periods of either one second or multiples the~eof. 
Meanwhile, the averaging filters, themselves, have a radian cut-
off at 4 (n+1)-1 of the commutating frequency. 
Finally, an output pulse from the decoded tinal state of 
the i 4, increments the control counter and a new frequency is 
generated and displayed. 
4.4 Analogue Data Reduction. 
Previous sections have shown how the difficulty of interlocking 
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the various operations may be overcome, in order to minimise the 
operator's interference with the analysis. It now remains to 
explain the collection and manipulation of the data, in suitable 
form, to be processed and displayed. A logical method of explanation 
would follow the sequential layout of the instrument and hence, 
this procedure will be adopted for the examination of the analogue 
information paths. 
4.4.1 The Attenuators. 
These are shown in Fig (4.12). In total, four are required -
one for each data point X, E, Y, Z shown in the general schematic 
of Fig (4.11). X , E t Z (attenuated signals) are obtained via 
a a a 
operational amplifiers with FET buffering, since further 
differencing operations are required. This necessity stems from 
the viewpoint that, E may not be available directly and this 
signal must be simulated via Fig (4.13). When E is not available, 
signals Z and X' (external link connected) form a difference 
a a 
network, with E on open circuit. Conversely, with E' present, 
a a 
X may be disconnected and Z attached to the common, such that 
a a 
the output is Ea. 
4.4.2 Signal Amplification. 
Since instrument errors are bound to prevail, more consistent 
results would be obtained by employing some data amplification, 
such that the analysed signals would be much larger than the 
inherent instrument errors. These data amplifiers apply only to 
E and Y , since zero crossing data is sufficient information , 
a a 
from X. This will be explained further. Previous analysis 
a 
(Chapter ~,) revealed that both E and Y required multiplication 
by X before an unbiased estimate of the forward path transfer 
function could be obtained. Akaike (18) mentioned that a less 
stringent requirement for removing bias, resulted from using a 
Signal which was only correlated with X, e.g. the signal obtuined 
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by hard limiting X. This device produces values of ! 1, depending 
on whether the signal applied to it is greater or less than zero. 
Analysis of a hard limiter was primarily carried out by Lowson 
and Uhlenbeck ( 73), to produce a correlation function of the 
output related to the input Gaussian signal, by an arc sine law,i.e. 
= 2 
-n 
sin-1 C(:t ) 
cCe) 
o 
whose variance is unity. This may be expressed as a power series 
in f ('t' ), the normalised correlation coefficient for the input 
signal. 
Application of this technique, removes at least eight true 
multipliers from the instrumentation, saving both cost and accuracy. 
It results 1n a system of trivial multipliers. Consequently. 
amplification of signal X need be accomplished without knowledge 
a 
of its accuracy and can be viewed in Fig (4.14) where approximate 
gains of (0.30 and 60)dB are available, by means of a push-button 
switch on the front panel. 
Data channels E and Y require controlled gain via Burr-Brown 
a a 
instrumentation amplifiers (3088/16), which have been set-up 
better than 1% each to each. 
4.4.3 Signal Filtering. 
Data is heterodyned and filtered using the cicuits of Chapter 
Three. Six channels result from the three resolvers,four of 
which (E.Y) are each passed through a cascaded pair of commutated 
second-order Butterworth filters. The two resolved X channels are 
passed through Single commutated filters of the same structure, 
the outputs of Which are detected by the hard limiter previously 
discussed. Each of the ten filters is controlled simultaneously, 
by means of 3 thumbwheel switch on the frunt panel. This enters 
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fixed resistance values into an astable circuit, according to a 
thumbwheel combination - coded 4,2,2,1 - and similar in principle 
of operation to the Wien bridge. A resultant rectangular waveform 
is produced, whose frequency is proportional to the dialled cut-off 
point in the range (·01 - 9.99)Hz. The circuit is illustrated 
in Fig (4.15). 
An inherent disadvantagcl of circuits employing any form of 
modulation which is not strictly sinusoidal, results from the 
mixing of certain portions of the signal content with harmonics 
of the modulation frequency, to result in an unwanted aliased 
component. The commutated filters, so described, are no exception. 
Prefiltering of the data can be carried out with second-order 
Butterworth controlled - sources, whose resistance values are 
switched to produce cut-off points at (15, 1-5, ·15)Hz - Fig (4.16)_ 
In addition, further signal gain may be required if a wide-band 
random signal is analysed in small bandwidths. Recovery of the 
signal is possible with an a.c. coupled amplifier of gain 15x and 
cut-off ·03Hz. This will block d.c. millivolt shifts, which would 
obviously bias the output, when using a non-sinusoidal test signal. 
The configuration is shown in Fig (4.17). In effect, it will be 
observed that the composite amplifier is really n first-order 
band-pass structure, which blocks d.c. components and removes those 
above 25Hz, as a precaution against mains interference. The mid-
band flat gain response is the section analysed by the commutated 
filters. In the instance of a deterministic sinusoidal test Signal, 
this amplification card may be replaced by a junction card, which 
contains only copper track and no com~onents. 
4.4.4 Signum Multiplication. 
In section (4.4.2), it was explained that a limited form of 
multiplication, would suit the requirements for an unbiased estimate 
of frequency response. ~bis is required immediately, after all 
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filtering operations have been accomplished. A total of eight 
multipliers are manipulated by the filter signals of the resolved X 
input, re-arranged as a rectangular sequence of amplitude! 1. 
This is easily accomplished by means of an active detector 
operating upon an FET switch - Fig (4.18). The output - a 
function of E or Y - will be of the correct polarity, inverting 
either E or Y or both if X is negative and vice versa. 
4.5 Analogue Data Processing. 
The data, so gathered by the above circuitry, is in a suitable 
form, after summation of multiplicands has been performed on the 
outputs of the signum multipliers. A block diagram in Fig (4.19) 
will aid the understanding. From the outputs, E1 E1 y1 y1 
c' s' c' st 
it is to be understood that they are the real and imaginary vectors 
of the resultant multiplication by SGNX. The complete expressions 
1 1 E1 .e. Y = x y - x y = x e + x e c c c s s' s c s s c etc were derived in 
Chapter (2.3.1). 
It remains to organise the adaptive loop to solve the imposed 
differential equation and explain the display facilities. The 
block diagram of Fig (4.20) is fairly self-explanatory, in showing 
its closed-loop nature. Variations in the polarity at certain 
points results from using operational amplifiers. Provided that 
the polarity of the loop error (£ ,~ ) is in the same sense os c s 
the signals being compared, other changes make no difference to 
A ~ 
the convergance in 
Multiplication 
the mean of U
m
, Vme 
oftE and El is again accomplished with SGN 
m 
multipliers. This only results in a change of the absolute 
magnitUde of the time averaged signal at any moment, so removing 
the need for true multiplication. Motorola MC 1595L multipliers 
A 
are however required for an analogue comparison of y1 with U x E1 
m ~ 
and V 
m 
Inherently, an attenuation of 10 results but the 
addition of a closely controlled gain of - 2, allows a full-scale 
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deflection of five volts to be equivnlent to unity gain, for the 
real and imaginary parts of the transfer function. 
The commutated averaging filters, described previously, are 
preceded by true integrators, controlled, in decade steps, by 
the thumbwheel switch on the front panel. This is shown in 
Fig (4.21). As the range is chnnged, so must be these integrator 
time constants, since it will be remembered that the time scale 
increases automatically, by a factor of 10, from the previous 
higher range. '£his facility is easily adopted by pressing the 
buttons indicated. A shift register action occurs, such that, 
the lowest decade on the thumbwheel switch now sees an integrator 
time constant ten times larger than the previous one. 
The output display ts via a sample and hold device Fig (4.22), 
to a pen recorder energised when the next INCREMENT COUNTER pulse 
comes along. 
4.6 General Layout. 
Pictures of the instrument and cards are shown in Figs 4. 
(23,24,25). A racking system has been adopted with plug-in 
cards. Most of the analogue variants contain double-sided track, 
unused track being connected to the signal common. Masks were 
made for each card and the components assembled as shown in the 
photographs. The leads to the common were kept as short as 
possible and the result for 50 cards, reveals about 1mV maximum 
deviation between the common to each card. The digital circuits 
were linked by discrete wiring, to accommodate a maximum card 
packing density of 17 fourteen-pin packages on a board approximately 
7" x 5". 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PERFORkANCE OF THE INSTRUMENT 
5.1 Introduction. 
This chapter will deal both with an assessment of the 
characteristics of the adaptive loop and of the instrument's 
performance when deterministic and random signals are available. 
From experiments with these signals, the results will show that 
a powerful on-line analysis technique has been developed to 
produce valid Qstimates for the forward path transfer function, 
in the presence of noise sources arising in the inner loop. The 
various experiments used both simulated networks and real systems, 
such as represented by the performance of a motor vehicle when 
road tested. 
Finally, practical sources of error are discussed for the 
various points of the analysis chain. 
5.2 Transient Behaviour of the Adaptive Loop. 
Equations (2.51, 2.53) when averaged and transformed, have 
revealed that the settling times of the appropriate adaptive 
loops are inversely proportional to the stimulating input signal 
cross-powers. An obvious disadvantage must thus accrue, unless 
one is prepared to monitor, continuously, the necessary signal 
levels, to ensure lack of bias through incorrect frequency 
sweeping - another case of operator interference. However, in 
Chapter (4.3.3), it was revealed that a CRCF was inserted into 
the adaptive loop as part of the averaging circuitry and the 
purpose of this section is to reveal the inadequacies in using 
a simple integrator. 
5.2.1 Use of a Single First-Order CRCF. 
In general, we shall study the situation affecting the step 
reoponse of the real part of the model and in addition, assume 
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1\ 
U (0) and its derivatives are all zero. This will, in any case, 
m 
be realistic for at least one particular point in the frequency 
domain. 
By substituting a first-order lag network for the integrator 
in (2.67) we have :-
-A 
U (a) 
m 
= rs s t.: yx xe w - U (s) S S we2 A 2 1\ J e m ex xe ---------
sT + 1 
n 
where A corresponds to real gain 
T is the time constant of the first-order lag 
n 
w is the "equivalent bandwidth" assumed identical for 
e 
each channel. 
:. ~ (s) rs T + 1 + ASS w 2J = ASS w 2 (5.2) 
m L' n ex xe e yx xe e 
Equation (5.2) may be re-arranged in terms of 9
m
(s). In 
particular, when an applied step change occurs in the output 
cross-power, we have 
i\ 
U (8) :: 
m 
ASS yx xe w e 
2 
s T (s + ASS w 2 + 1) 
n ex xe e 
T 
n 
In terms of partial fractions, (5.3) may be re-assembled as :. 
-
" w/ [~~ 
+ 1)] U (8) = A S S 1 m yx xe A S S w 2+1 s (s + A S S 2 (5.4) w 
ex xe e ex xe e 
T 
n 
The steady-state gain expression has a denominator inflated 
by a term equal to 1/A• The resultant bias, below the true 
value, is readily apparent from equation (5.4) to be solely 
dependent upon the error / input cross-powers to the adaptive 
loop. This bias cannot be assessed from knowledge of A alone. 
Proceeding further with (5.4), the complete solution, 
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including the transient term. ia obtained by inverae tranaformation. 
Therefore, 
- c-
,.. 
-1 J U (w ,t) :: oC (exp -p t Tn ) (5.5) m 0 
J! 
where 0(, A S S 2 :: w yx xe e 
t3 A S S 2 + 1 = w ex xe e 
Examination Of~ produces the conclusion that, the time 
constant of adaptation can never be greater than T. Unfortunately 
n 
therefore, although the speed of adaptation of the loop will 
increase with the applied input signal power, the variance of 
the reaultant eatimate can atill not be arrived at, without 
monitoring the aignal level (25). 
5.2.2 Firat-Order CRCF and Integrator. 
From equation (5.4), the bias term could be aimply removed 
by letting 1/A tend to zero. A true integrator would appear 
ideal. Equation (5.1) now becomea :-
-
" U (a) = [8 m yx 
where Tf ia 
Hence, looking 
-A 
U (s) = m 
2 S w 
xe e 
the time 
again at 
s s yx xe 
-
" - U (a) m 
constant 
the atep 
w 
e 
2 
B w.
2
] S 1 ex xe 
a Tf(a Tn+1) 
of integration. 
response :-
------------.------
Inspection of the characteristic function, by means of a 
Routh array (74), reveals that the loop is intrinsically stable. 
Uae of partial fractions simplifies (5.7) to 
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-"- 2 s + (T )-1 U (s) = S S w 1 m yx xe e n 
S 2 2 2 s w s (6+ 1 ) + S S w 1 
ex xe e 
- ex xe e 2T W-2 n TnTf n 
and the complete time solution may now be expressed as :-
-A 
U (w ,t) = 
m 0 
SSw 2 
:IX xe e 
SSw 2 
ex xe e 
= (T ) -1 where a n 
b = S ex S xe 
Obviously, (5.9) leaves an unbiased steady-state estimate 
of the desired result but more important, is the fact that, the 
convergence of the solution depends entirely upon Tn' without 
complications of signal power. A first-order CRCF, with an 
integrator, is therefore very satisfactory. For compactness, 
equation (5.9) may have its oscillatory features expressed as 
2 
( t ~) h -_ (ab _ a /4)-1 cos Wc +" were Wc 
¢ = 
5.2.3 Second-Order CRCF. 
Following the previously outlined techniques, it would be 
(5.8) 
possible to insert a second-order CRCF, identical to that devised 
in Chapter Three. However, it suffices to state that with a 
real gain of A, similar bias terms result, when compared to (5.4). 
These may again be removed with the addition of a true integrator, 
to yield a convergent loop response, dependent upon wn/~' where 
w is the radian cut-off of the Butterworth CRCF. However, the 
n 
compounded third-order characteristic function is not universally 
stable. for the time constants envisaged in Fig. (4.21). 
Therefore, the adaptive loop is arranged. as devised in 
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section (5.2.2), such that the first-order CRCF contains 
capacitors whose ratio is 66:1. For each number dialled on 
the thumbwheel marked i'Averaging Timen , a time constant is 
inserted into the loop, equivalent to that Dumber in seconds. 
Automatically, the loop is arranged to hold the data for four 
time constants, before proceeding to the next analysis point. 
5.3 Experimental Results. 
A practical assessment of th~ instrument could be deduced 
by a comparison with the response of a commercial TFA. This 
cannot b~ complete, otherwise the present research would have 
been redundant! However, by employing an established instrument 
- such as the Solartron JM1600 - accurate sine-wave analysis 
should yield a robust estimate of the network to be examined. 
For the stepped sinusoidal option of the new instrument, point 
by point comparison with this robust estimate can be taken 
directly as a measure of the instrument's performance. Otherwise, 
with random excitation, the robust estimate should correspond to 
the mean locus of the Nyquist plot. 
The closed-loop network to be examined, is the result of 
combining un integrator in the forward loop with unity gain 
feedback, to give an overall performance equivalent to a first-
order lag - Fig.(5.1). To provide answers from the commercial 
instrument, using a sufficiently wide range of frequencies, a 
time constant of 10-2 seconds was adopted for tho network. 
Should the new TFA yield a good performance with the random data 
option, it will have established a technique for powerful on-line 
identification. This is simply because :-
1) All forward paths must at present be observed off-line if 
correlated error signals exist. 
2) Integrators off-line will drift and hence known local feedback 
is required before an estimate can be taken. 
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5.3.1 Experiments with Commercial TFA. 
A sinusoidal test signal of 1 volt r.m.s. was selected and 
the network swept with frequencies in the range (1-110)Hz. 
Throughout, the analysis had to be performed relative to a 
fixed number of periods of the waveform. Accordingly, this 
was arranged such that the averaging time was always in excess 
of one second per point. 
Fig.(5.2) illustrates the Nyquist representation of the 
overall transfer function. No corrupting noise has been inserted. 
Points not marked, can easily be estimated from the knowledge that, 
their differences are identical to any two preceding marked points. 
Full-scale display represents a magnitude of 1 ; 5 volts. It 
will be observed, that a noticeable variance has crept into the 
results at small signal levels, although the mean shape is readily 
identifiable. 
Using the same silnal levels and frequencies Of interest, 
another series of results was taken at the error point. Manually 
dividing the output by the error, at corresponding points in the 
frequency domain, resulted in the diagram of Fig. (5.3). It 
verifies the known fact that an integrator was being viewed, 
whose time constant was approximately (2".16)-1 seconds. However, 
the most interesting observation stems from the deviation of the 
plot from a straight line. From the scaling used, it appears 
to be no less than 4% and illustrates the problems of dividing 
on. estimate by another, especially if errors exist separately 
in the numerator and denominator. 
5.3.2 Deterministic Experiments with New TFA. 
The experiments of section (5.3.1) were repeated using 
the new instrument and the results are depicted in Figs.(5.4),(5.5). 
The stepped sinusoidal option was used with an amplitude of 
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1 volt r.m.s. For an averaging time of two seconds per point 
and bandwidth 1 Hz, two point estimates ~ere required for each 
response. Hence, the signals entered the instrument through X 
and Y, with Z attached to the common. As the frequency was 
swept downwards, it was easy to foretell when a change of increment 
control was required. Three different increments - (100,5 and 1)Hz 
- were selected to give accurately resolved plots. It suffices 
to state that the plots show excellent agreement with the 
Solartron equipment and especially for the integrator response, 
appear much more smooth. At 1Hz, in Fig (5.4.), a bias is observed, 
which confirms the previous theory that the analyser bandwidth 
should preferably never exceed one half of the analysed frequency. 
Fig.(5.6) shows the closed-loop response of the network 
when subjected to the internally generated pseudo-random sequence. 
This was arranged to be 1 volt peak to peak. 
Connections w~re made to the points E and Y, with X on open 
circuit and the external link connected to E. Alternatively, 
the inputs could have been to X and Y with E on open circuit -
Fig.(4.13). Again the network was swept downwards in frequency 
from (400 to 1)Hz in the increments noted on the diagram. 
During the sweep, with the front panel switch on "sine ll , 
the scaling point - real filtered portion of E - was observed. 
The signal level here was too small to give satisfactory results. 
Had the front panel rotary switch been set to "random", an internal 
a.c. gain of 15x would have appeared in each channel - Fig.(4.17). 
However, for the limited 63 BIT internal P.R.B.S. generator at 
low analysed frequencies (below 10Hz), much of the signal exists 
around d.c. and is effectively blocked by the a.c. amplifier. 
Satisfactory scaling - r.m.s. greater than 500mV - could only 
be achieved by returning the rotary switch to I'sine" and setting 
the Burr-Brown data amplifiers to a gain of 10K. 
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With this scaling in operation, increments of 5Hz, resolved 
within 2Hz bandwidth, produced satisfactory results with 3 seconds 
averaging time. Below 20Hz, however, the estimates - observed on 
panel meters finally to fit in the indicated windows in Fig (4.23) 
- were not stable, unless an averaging time of 10 seconds was 
selected. To keep any unwantedbias terms to a minimu~a filter 
bandwidth of 1 Hz was also dialled. 
From Fig (5.6), very good agreement is seen when compared to 
the two previous plots, with a predictable bias at 1 Hz. The 
origin is unfortunately fractionally to the left of its true 
position. 'fhis is again a failing of the internal P.R.B.S. 
generator which now has many of its frequency components outside 
the 9.99Hz maximum bandwidth for heterodyned frequencies greater 
than 300Hz. Had the curve been continued by hand from 100Hz, an 
even better representation of the response would have been obtained. 
5.3.3 Random Data Experiments with New TFA. 
The final "acid" tests for discovering the instrument's true 
capabilities will require signals which are as random as possible 
and not linked in any way to an internal clock reference. Those 
tests will again b~ performed using the simple network of Fig.(5.1). 
However, it is proposed to insert additive noise into the inner 
loop and this is done by placing a unity gain adder into the circuit 
- Fig. (5.7). 
A multilevel signal was taken from a Solartron P.R.B.S. 
generator (JMl86l) and passed through a Butterworth filter with 
a cut-otf at 1.5KHz. This was to be the test signal of about 
1 volt r.m.s. and shown in Fig. (5.8). An additive Gaussian noise 
of one volt r.m.a. was obtained from an independent Hewlett-Packard 
noise generator, again cutting off at 1.5 KHz. This is also shown 
in Fig. (S.8) and the experiment was aimed to identify the forward 
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path transfer function. 
~ignals from X , E ,Y of Fig.(5.7) were taken to 
n n n 
corresponding points on the instrument with the rotary switch 
on "random". With both Burr Brown amplifiers set to a gain of 
unity and the bandwidth at 7Hz, ample signal amplitude was obs~rved 
at the scaling point. The forward path response was plotted with 
this signal/noise ratio of 1:1 and the result is depicted in 
Fig.(S.9). This shows that an unbiased estimate of the integrator 
response has been obtained with a remarkably low variance, using an 
averaging time of 10 seconds per point. However, the unbiased 
value was not totally unexpected, since the noise source was 
effectively placed in the feedback loop, as far as the network 
output was concerned. 
A further experiment was conducted, with this network having 
an additive noise source of 200 mV r.m.s. However, for the same 
input signal of 1 volt r.m.s., it was intended to feed the signal 
content of Z into the Y position of the instrument, all other 
n 
entries to the instrument being as for the previous experiment. 
The noise source was now effectively in the forward path and only 
cross-spectral densities, using three records, could possibly 
remove the bias of the estimate. A bandwidth of 7Hz and averaging 
time of 10 s~conds was used to resolve the data. No extra 
amplification of the signals was used, apart from the internal 
gain due to the rotary switch being in the "random" position. The 
results achieved are plotted in Fig.(5.10), where it is observed 
that a definite variance exists but an effectively unbiased result 
for th~ forward path has been obtained. 
5.3.4 Experiments on Real Systems. 
Finally, it was decided that some experiments should be 
conducted on real operating systems, which would be far from 
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working under the ideal conditions of a simulation. 
An engine test rig (75) was available. This consisted of a 
Hillman Hunter engine which could be computer controlled. Accordingly, 
muoh electronic equipment to monitor and transmit data, concerning 
the engine's performance, was available whilst the engine was 
running. Since the signals from the transducers, which measure 
engine speed and fuel flow, were known to be heavily corrupted by 
noise, it was decided to excite the engine around some mean speed, 
using the TFA'. sinusoidal option. 
Experiments were conducted to find the Torque/Throttle, Fuel-Flow/ 
Throttle and Torque/Fuel-Flow transfer functions, the latter being 
made from transducer signals which were both very "nOisy". The 
various signals from the transducers and the throttle excitation 
are shown in Figs.(5.11,5.13). Corresponding transfer functions 
are shown in Figs.(5.12,5.14,5.15) with the appropriate instrument 
settings. It is observed that each plot indicates the presence of 
a high-order system with some very sharp resonances. These would 
have to be resolved to -1Hz, in certain cases, to determine their 
t:.:xact Q - factors, if required. 
Throughout the experiments, the engine was excited around a 
mean speed of 2300 r.p.m. and perturbed by a stepped sinusoid of 
400mV peak - to - peak. This value tended to swing the engine speed 
+ by - 100r.p.m. For two-point measurements, entry was made to E, Y 
on the instrumen~ front panel and to X,E,Y for the three-point 
estimntes of Torque/Fuel-Flow response. Since the transducer signals 
had a significant d.c. content, intermediary high-pass filters, 
which had a cut-off at -2Hz, wure used. This accounts for the phase 
lead, at low frequencies, which is prominent in two of the plots. 
Satisfactory amplitude scaling was achieved by using 5x and 10x 
options on the Burr-Brown amplifiers. These were juggled with in 
order that neither meter indicated a magnitude greater than five volts, 
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since the multipliers would tend to lose accuracy. Aocordingly, 
in Fig.(5.15), gain adjustments had further to be made around 3Hz 
and b~low, due to the transfer function having 0. component grea.ter 
than 1· five volts. 
A further similar system of interest was a Singer Vogue, 
instrum~nted to record torque and throttle position, via a tape 
recorder, when the car was out on thd road. The vehicle was set 
to run at approximately a mean sp0ed of 35m.p.h., in third gear 
and the driver requested to randomly pump the accelerator pedal, 
such that the car'kangarooed" along the road. A portion of the 
relevcnt wav~forms on the joint r~curd - itself lasting 2i minutes -
is shown in Fig.(5.16) and the estimated transfer function in 
Fig.(5.17). 
The duta was proc~ssed at four times the recording sp~0d and 
therefore, 0.11 frequencies and bandwid ~:hs in Fig. (5.17) should be 
divided by four to obtain the true values. Averaging time was set 
at 20 seconds per point, with a bandwidth of 6Hz. A delay between 
the throttle and fuel-flow is s~en in Fig.(5.17) to correspond to 
the visual delay of Fig.(5.16). However, above 5Hz - true frequency -
it was observed that little signal was available, presum~bly due to 
the comparatively slow response of th~ driver's foot. In addition 
the signals were processc:d through the "random i ! channel with its 
a.c. gain of 15x. The amplitudes of the analysed waveforms were 
further enhanced by gains of 5x and 2tx on E and Y respectively, 
after having first passed through high-pass filters at -2Hz. 
~ven allowing for this large scaling, a consistent plot was 
obtained, to show that valuable information was available - once 
the data had been properly conditioned to the instrument. ~esolution 
of the data was -25Hz (true) and there did not appear to be any 
sharp resonances. Estimates below 6Hz were not taken with a 
bandwidth of 6Hz, since they would huve been invariably biased. 
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5.4 Instrument Er~. 
Preceding sections have illustrated that the new TFA will 
produce viable plots of transfer functions, irrespective of whether 
the Qvailabl~ data is deterministic or random. In addition, 
simulated networks or complex engineering systems may be investigated. 
This section will study critical points in the instrument, which 
may give rise to errors affecting the overall accuracy of the plots. 
5.4.1 Commutating Filters. 
The results produced in Table (3.3) are at variance with the 
theoretical values of 9Hz and 2 volts r.m.s. for the cut-off 
frequency and pass-band amplitude respectively, when the commutating 
frequency is 1·01KHz. It is intended thQt this section should 
provide some explanation and at the same time, reveal a further 
insight into the mechanisation of a CRCF. 
Failure of the second-order CHCF to reach the theoretical 
values, depends solely on the momentary loading of the switching 
capacitor by the bridge impedances, at the instant of commutation. 
This capacitor will see two parallel paths during this instant, 
each containing two switches, one of which is turning ON, the 
other OFF. A race hazard arisos, such that the OFF-ON transition 
acts fuster to produce a sum resistance, which is temporarily 
much lower than the OFF condition. A slight discharge of the 
commutated network will occur, until the ON-OFF transition restores 
the balance condition of high sum resistance. Slowing down the 
leading edges of the gate drive to the FETS, resulted in an output 
level only ~ from the maximum but there was no way by which the 
turn OFF tim~ could beat the turn ON. The only way that this 
could be rectified, would be to introduce a fixed delay, to ensure 
that the ON-OFF condition had reached its steady state, before the 
opposite transition had taken place. 
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fhe second and more serious error at low switching rates, 
arises from th~ s~miconductor leakage currents charging the 
cap~citors. Current from the buffer circuitry will see two 
capacitors in parallel. A drift voltage will occur, until the 
commutated capacitor reverses direction and discharges the combination. 
However, the reaction is very minor when compared to the leakage 
current from the switching FETS, which see the smaller capacitor as 
a series circuit. Drift voltages of some tens of millivolts will 
result for cut-off frequencies at ·01Hz, although the a.c. 
performance will remain very adequate. It is for this reason that 
low leakage devices are essential for extremely low cut-off filters. 
Let us assume that, during the instant of commutation, a 
dynamic resistance of the bridge switches will exist such that, 
the impedance across the capacitor is no longer the OFF impedance 
of the FET. This capacitance will then discharge momentarily, under 
an effective time constant depending on the bridge resistances, 
during transition. The speed of transition will determine the loss 
of stored charge. 
First of nIl, let us consider the effect upon the switched 
capacitor, as this will be more pronounced than on the sink capacitor. 
Let the stored voltage on the switched capacitor fall to (1 -Qt) of 
its original value, due to dynamic switch loading. After commutation, 
thu remaining stored charges will balance as before. Now equation 
(3.44) may be modified to r~ad ~s follows :-
V1 (T2 ) = n V(T1 ) + .....L v(T1)(1-C) = - v1 (T2 ) 
n+1 n+1 
(5.10) 
Also v (T2 ) = - nA v1 (T2) css D+1 
• v (T2 ) = - nA + .2LV(T1) + 1 v(T1 )(1-Q() •• css -n+1 n+1 n+1 
(5.12) 
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Likewise. 
v (2T ) = - nA - v 1 (2T )( 1-0( ) CSS -n+1 
Following the conventions of (3.50), we have :-
v (T1 ) = bA css 
V (T) = A(1 - b) 
ss 1 
:. v (T2 ) ss 
The abbreviations may be applied to 5.13) to give ;-
vcss(T + T1) = bA - bA [1-b f (b-1)(1-oC)+bl] 
-(1-b)(1-af.)bA r(b-1)(1-CO+bJ 
= bA [(b-1)(1-oC):b ] [b-(1-b)(1-~) ] 
(5.14) 
(5.16) 
Repeating the above for (5.14) and generalising for the kth period 
we may say :-
Vss(kT) = Ab [1 - b { (b-1)(1-o0+b 12k] 
Hence, 
vSs (kT+T1) - vss(kT)= Ab [(b-1)(1-oC>+b]2k(b_1)(1_ol)+b_1] (5.20) 
Dividing (5.20) by the expresaion for v (kT) gives 
sa 
v (kT+T1 ) - v (kT) = (b-1)(1-aC) + b-1 ss ss 
v ~kT) 
ss 
= (b-1 )(2- G() 
= -2(1- -liP 
n+1 
(5.21) 
A time constant has again been re-synthesised - compare (3.54) -
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such that a lower cut-off frequency may be obtained by using a 
dynamically slower switch. This theoretical expression ties in 
with the obsarvations of Chapter Three. It is worthwhile to not1ce 
that whenc( = 1, the cut-off point will not tend to zero but 
remain fixed at one-half of the maximum. 
Further, if w~ consider a (1 - f> full in the voltage stored 
on the sink capacitor and proceed similarly to equation (5.10), 
it will be observed that a loss of output signal results, proportional 
to p. 
5.4.2 True MultiRli~rs. 
Section (4.5) m~ntioned that the four quadrnnt true multipliers 
used were ~otorola 1595L. These were found to give a good 
performance on the bench set-up experiments, especially with 
grounded plane double-sided printed boards. Unfortunately, when 
placed inside the instrument, a considerable offset of the order 
of 300mV wue self generated on each output, which could only 
em~te from some purascitic coupling betw~en the othe~ c~ds. 
Yet, when removed from their location and inserted via extension 
cards, the same bench set-up performance was obtained. One simple 
answer was to allow for the offset but this was precluded, in situ, 
due to the compact nature of the instrument lay-out. 
The action of these multipliers depends upon a non-linear 
relationship between voltages and currents of matched long-tail 
pairs of transistors. Therefore, with a following operational 
amplifier operating in differential mode, a gain of 70 was required 
(manufacturer's data sheet), such that a slight offoet on one 
channel, not common to both, would be greutly amplified at the 
output. Very good performance curves were therefore taken with 
these multipliers connected via extension boards but the situation 
proved to be of little use when the boards were fully integrated 
into the system. A single-ended action was thus required, if 
possible, preferably with full negative feedback. Consequently, 
a novel four quadrant low-frequency multiplier was devised, as 
shown in Fig.().18). Its multiplying capabilities were well 
within 1% of its full-soule inputs of ! 5V and in addition, the 
multiplications were both consistvnt, repeatable and tolerant of 
minor changes in the stabilised power supply, The action of the 
device is explained as follows :-
A reference signal of magnitude 10.00 volts is set up via a 
zener diode and amplif7ing circuit. Its polarity is inverse to 
the voltage At one of the multiplying signals. iJhen this reference 
voltage is applied to a negative integrator, a linear r~p ensues, 
with the shunt Fh~ switched OFF. This ramp is compared with A, 
such that the output from the comparator will switch ON the Fb~ to 
discharge the capacitor when the two voltages coincide. The discharge 
period is determined by the monostable circuit of (100pFt 1.5 K~, 
47 KJ\J. Hence, the output of the integrator must be a periodic 
ramp, whose envelope follows sampled values of A, the rate of 
sampling depending upon the integrator constant and the amplitude 
of A. The sampling bandwidth is further determined by the frequency 
response of the operational amplifiers, 2N72741. 
Meanwhile, a signal B, whose polarity to a second integrator 
again depends upon the signal A, produces a repetitive ramp 
function at the output, whos~ amplitude depends on both B and the 
ramp duration of signal A. Hence, from the integrator related to A, 
Vout = v ft re 
nc 
whose maximum level is A. 
:. t = ARC 
v~ 
Secondly, tor the integrator related to B 
Vout = Bt 
~ 
(5.22) 
(5.24) 
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But both int~grations start at the same time and have equal 
durations. Therefore time is common to both. Eliminating this 
v~riable and assuming identical time constants, it can now be 
shown that the output peak = (AB)(V f)-1. 
re 
This result in itself is not completely original, since one 
other method has used a simple combination of RC first-order 
networks (76) to give a peak output product for two quadrants. 
Removal of th~ ramp waveforms requires ~ sample and hold device, 
which must incorporate circuitry to forecast the termination of 
the ramp, so th~t the peak and only the peak value will be held. 
This adds more complications to the circuitry. 
The advantage of true integrators lies in the provision for 
the d.c. content of the r~petitive ramp function to be equal to 
the desired product. By simple geometry, the average value of the 
rump function is equal to one half the hei8ht. Therefore a simple 
gain of two will compensate for the factor of one half. This gain 
may also incorporate a low-pass filter circuit to remove the ripple 
in the output. A band - limited frequency response results from 
using 2N72741's but other operational amplifi&rs could be used to 
advantage. 
The above discussed method, relating the product to the 
average value of the waveform, could only be us~d with RC lag networks, 
when the output is operating over a region with a constant gradient 
i.e. with a low-level input signal. utherwise, the area under an 
exponential curve is no longer directly proportional to the input 
signal level. It was with these multipliers that the results 
produced in the various Figs.(5.4 - 5.17) have been obtained. 
5.4.3. Other Errors. 
Finally, other errors will be pointed out which affect the 
overall accuracy. If w~ start at the entry to the instrument, the 
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important channels - E,Y - for amplitude information have been 
+ . obs~rved to stay locked together, within - 1% of the full scale 
voltage of five volts, when the same signal is applied to each. 
This io valid to the end of the filtering procedures. Subsequently, 
a number of small errors occur, due to the offsets, in the operational 
amplifiers used for addition and subtraction of the various signals. 
This is particularly relevent to the signum multipliers, which 
feed to the adaptive loop, since their alternate operations, of 
inversion and common mode, present asymmetrical resistances to the 
separate amplifier bias currents. Variations in offset up to 
5mV tend to prevail. Within the closed loop of the adaptive 
circuitry, negligible errors will occur due to the high gain of 
the integr~tors used. Consequently, if one uses signals of the 
order of one volt peak, at the input to the instrument, allowing 
for any scaling by amplifiers, a typical accuracy of the output 
+ plot should be better than - 2%. The application of higher 
signal l~vels will improve this accuracy, since the inherent offsets 
will be small in comparison. 
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CHAPl'ER SIX 
CONCl.USIONS 
The thesis has dealt with the development of a transfer 
function a.nalyser suitable for "in-situ" operation, irrespective 
of-the na.ture of the available signals. Accordingly, it is the 
author's opinion that the instrument represents a significant 
advance in the st~te of the art, which provides an alternative 
to the present cocplex computing schemes used for similar analysis. 
One advantage lies in the fact that the TFA is portable and 
therefore suitable for field work, as long as a mains supply is 
available. lIenee, immediate analysis is possible, without the 
requirement to record information. However, if the test cannot 
be conducted for a sufficiently long period of time, taking the 
tape back to the laboratory for analysis will result in no error 
in the shape of the transfer function, due to varying tape speeds, 
during playback. Only estimates of the true analysed frequency 
will be in error, since the tested system does not require to be 
excited by a phase locked signal eeanatina from t~ i.~trument. The 
inatrument's performance has been compared with currently available 
equipment. to illustrate that it can be used as a valuable research 
tool. 
6.1 Suggestions for Further.~. 
An immediate improvement would be the extension of this 
method to estimate more than one point at a time, although not 
necessarily all of them. Significant time savings would be 
pOSSible, as it will be appreciated from the results of Chapter 
Five that even 80 seconds averaging per point amounts to a 
considerable analysis time, when well resolved features are 
d~sired. This, however, might prove to be very expensive. 
Certainly for low frequency analysis - below 1Hz - any recorded 
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data should be played back at a faster speed than it was recorded, 
in order to keep the analysis time to a mininum. It must, however, 
be remembered that this fucility is limited by the maximum frequency 
capability of the instrument, which amounts to 2000Hz. 
~econdly, at ~mell cut-off frequencies of the commutating 
filters, although the drift direction is common to all, the 
magnitude is unfortunately not. Accurate extension of the low 
fruquuncy cut-off could be obtained using a similar analysis to 
the construction of th~ adaptive loop. This would require the 
filter transfer function to be constructed from a number of 
commutating first-order or integrator circuits, arranged in a 
f~edback loop, such th~t the internally generated drift could be 
catered for by the high loop gain. 
Utherwis~, apart from having better offset correction in the 
signum multipliers, the system appears to operate to satisfaction. 
rteturning to th~ topiC of the CRCF, however, it should be of 
further interest to develop this novel method of variable cut-off 
with regard to the band-pass and high-pass sections, as it would 
appe~r to provide an elegant solution to many tracking filter 
problecs. 
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APPBNDIX OKB 
VARIANCE OF THE REAL PART OF A TRANSFER J'UNCTION. 
From equatioDS (2.24) and (2.26) we m&1 expand as tollowsi. 
• S B 2 B [ A A + B B ] [A2 + B2 J -2 (A 1.1) ex ex 1X ex 1X ex ex ex 
A 
• X - A A 1 + C A + r-A _ (2 'A A + 2' B B ) 
•• - lX ex ~ O-!! . ex ex ex ex 
(A2 +B2 ) Aya A (A 2 + B2 ) ex ex ex ex ex 
+ B B 1X ex 1 + SBJ'X + SB. - (26 A• Aex + 2.5 '. '.> 
- -
(A!x+B!; B1X Bu. (,2 ex + 2 Bex 
Bence b7 taking the expected value ot (A1.2) we may 8&1 
Ay r] z A1X Aex + BJ'X Bex 
(A!x + B!x> 
b1 virtue ot the detinitioDS in .ection (2.2.2). 
" The varianoe ot K OaD al80 be obtained trom (A1.2). 
~ 
) (A1.2) 
:. var[ ~]:::: (A A )2 
1Z ex 
(A2 +B2 )2 
ex ex 
Va' [A 1 + Var [A.J +Ay 2" A +2P B JX.l exa __ 
1.2 1.2 (A2 + 82 ) 1Z ex ex ex 
+CovlA A 1 - Av SA 2('A A +61 B ) a.: 1Z exJ 1Z ex ex ex ex 
A A 7X ex 
A B yx "IX 
B1Z B ex 
(A1.4) is ver7 .uoh simplified. if we resort to the 
oovarianoe matrix result of (Ai.?). This reveale that all 
three .quare bracket terms in (A1.4) are identioal suoh that •• 
var[~]~ ATXAez+BJXBez]2 ~+~4tA!xV8l'[AeJ+2AexSeXOOV[AexB.J +s!xvar B 
A2 + B2 Bf (A2 + S2)2 ez ex _ ex 
+ 1 - 2 
- -BT 
+1 - 2 
- -
B'l' 
- 2 - 2 
- -
:aT BT 
The normalised varianoe has now been formed such that 
Var (~]~ 1 
-....... --.;--
-..2 
Where Var (AeJ. Var [Bex] have been taken from the 
diagonal elements of the matrix in(A2.7) 
(A1.6) further reduoes to 
Var (~=-2 [- 8 + 4 rs .. s",,(A!.+~ez>+A:"+B:"+2A!.B!"11 
r!- 2BT l (A!,. + s!,,>2 :Jj 
i.e.var[~]~.!...r..1 -1 ] 
~ 2M LII 
2 
where ¥ I· fS.1 
See8u 
(A1.5) 
(A1.7) 
(A1.8) 
APPENDIX TWO 
COVARIANCE MATRIX OF A CLOSED.LOOP SYSTEM. 
We are interested in the matrix 
• 
covEc 1- At -Av .( QC F -A.,(IC Jj 
where T indicates the transposed complex conjugate and 
0( " • A yx 
1\ 
B yx 
1'\ 
A 
ex 
1\ 
B 
ex 
A 
Further A yx 
is a column veator. 
• 
· i (0 + C ) yx 'IX 
• 
• i3 (0 - 0 ) 1X 7X 
It is well-known that the evaluation ot the oovariance 
matrix is weighted inversely to the product (BT), where B :I.e the 
tilter bandwidth ot the data anal7sis channel and T the averaging 
time. Both May (25) and Jen1dne (36) have evalua.t.d the matrix 
tor the case ot an open-loop estimate and analagoUB to them, the 
covariance matrix will be derived tor the closed-loop c .... 
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-1- S S + (8-wS ) + S 8 +(8 8 ) ~ 7X ex J- ex 7X ex 1X ex 
-.L r 2(A A +B B )+2(A A -B B >J m JX ex 1X ex '1X ex '1X ex 
-
& [ .1XA• ] (A2.S> 
at [ U(S1X.s~)(S';..aex) ] 
1 [8 8 • .(8 S·) • -S S +(8 S ) J 
'BT j 7X ex 7X ex 7X ex 1" ex 
1 (A'1X • jB1X)(Aex + jBex) 
4BTj .(A +jB )(A _ jB ) 
1X 1% ex ex 
.(A - jB )(A - jB ) 
'1X 7X ex ex 
+(A + jB )(A + jB ) 1% 'IX ex ex 
1 A A +B B -jB A +jB A 1X ex 7X ex 1% ex ex '1X 
4BTj 
-AyxAex-Bl"Bex·j BfZAex+ j A7XBax 
-A A +B B +jB A +jA B 1% ex 17. ex 1X ex JX ex 
+A A .B B +jB A +jA B 
'IX ex 17. ex 7X ex 7X ex 
Bence the remaining individual ooYarianc8s can be arrived 
at, following the results (12.3) to (A2.6) 
;€' 
therefore 
AI 
Ccw A yx 
,. 
Byx 
A 
A 
ex 
• B ex 
:-
(BT)-1 
= 
D ~(S S +A2 _B2 ) A B v ee xx ex ex t ex ex 
where D signifies that the elements are diagonal11 
APPENDIX THREE 
FOURTH - ORDER MOMENTS RELATING TO MODEL PARAMETERS. 
00 
atObtOtOat· JrJrJ]la(t-u1)b(t-U2)0(t-Q3)d(t-U~)h(Q1)h(U2)h(U3)h(U4)X 
() exp-jwO(u1-~+u3~4) dU1du2du3dU4 (A3.1) 
Taking the e~oted value of the above and remembering 
integration and expectation to be linear operators we have:-
Av [ a/ btO to dt ] • Ifffb (u2-u1 )Rod (u4-u3 > +Rac (u3-u1 >I\d (U4 -u2' 
o + Rad{U4-U1)RbO(U3-U2)] h(U1)h(U2)h(U3)h(u4)x 
Bij represent correlation functions obtained from 
deoomposing the fo~h moment of a function of Gaussian random 
(A3.2) 
variables. Evaluation of (A3.2) will proceed by separate evaluation 
of the oonstituent components of the integrand namely I 1,I2,13, 
the order of each integration taking place in numbered sequence. 
00 eO 
:. 11(U). JlJrRCd(U4-U3 l JrJlRab(U2"".XPjWO(U2-U1'h(U1)h(~)dU1dU2 
o 0 
Inverse transforming the correlation functions to their 
equivalent spectral densities, we have, 
+00 00 
11(U) • 2IT J IIS04(W .... O).xpj(W .... O)(U4.u3)exp jwo(u4'""3)X 
.. 00 0 h(u3)h(U4) du3du4dw x 
+cO .0 
~ J ffab("""o).XPj(W-WO)(U2-U1)""P j .. o(U2 .... 1)x 
..... 0 h(U1 )h(U2) du1du2dw (A3.4) 
where 8ij repres'nt the double-sided power spectral density 
functiona. 
Re-arranaing the order Qf integration, therefore:-
Again from (A3.3) we may say, 
00 
I 2 (U) - ~~ ~(U4~)exp jVo (U4+U2)h(U2 )h(U4) dU2 dU4 x 
o 
JrJlRao (U,-u1)exp - ;!VO(U,+U1)h(U1)h(U,) du1du, (A,.7) 
Transforming (A3.7) in like manner to (A3.4):-
...,0 0&> 
I2Qu) - ;l- Jr fJSbd(V-WO)eXPj(V-Wo}(U4-U2)eXp jwo(u4+u2} x 
TT ~o h(u2)h(u4)dU2d~dW 
+110 00 
x ~ SUI Sao (w_ 0) expj (v_ 0) (U'-U1 )exp-jv 0 (u,+u1 ) x 
·0 h(u1)h(u,}dU1dU3dw (A3.8) 
(A3.8) may b. re-arranged similarly to (A3.S) to yield:-
I2 (U). 1 f+-:bd(v-wo)l~U4)eXPjWU4dU4f(U2)exp-j(W-2WO)U2d~~W 4Tfl -eO 0 +. ~ ~ 
" J Sac(v .... o)lh(U3).XPj(W-2Wo)U3dU3 ~(U1)exp-jWU1dU1dV 
-eo 0 Jo (A3.9) 
+QQ 
:.I2 (U) • --1-JSbd(W-Wo)H;(jW)H2(jW-j2Wo)dW 
4"0"2 -00 +00 
x J Sac (w-w 0) "H}' (jW-j2w
o
)H1 (jw)dw (A3.10) 
Similarly, 00 - 00 
I,(U) ~ JrJlSad(U4-U1)eXPjWoCU4-U1)hCU1)hCU4)dU1dU4 x 
o :~ 
JJRbC(U3·U2)exp-jWO(U3-U2)h(U2)h(U3}dU2dU3 (A3.11) 
o 
Transforming as before we have:-
+.0 00 
I,(U) .;fr I J[saa(W-Vo)oZPj(W-VO)(U4-u.1)OZPjWO(U4-U1) " 
oto h(u1)h(u4)du1du4dw 
+GO .0 
" 2fT I lFbo (w-Vo) ozp;l (w-wo)(u,-u2)eXP-jWo(u,-U2) 
• .t 0 x h(U2)h(U,)dU2du,dW (A,.12) 
+til» +00 
:.I,(U) • ~ fsaa (w .... o ) H; (;lW)H1 (;lw)dw f Sbo (W .... o) H; (;lw-;I 2wo) x 
-(» -00 H2 (jw-j2w o)dw 
(A,.1,) 
where h (w) 
n 
'new) 
APPUmIX FOUR 
dw 
For ~o second-order Butterworth polynomial configurations 
in cHcnde 
Therefore:. 
Ala 0 , 
Ao a11A1 ·-j~o'A2 a~3wo2'~3 =j~o31A4 -wc4 
8 gn(w) == jwc 
Therefore:-
8 
Bo • B1 • B2 • 0; B, • jwo 
The general form of the integral for n • 4 is :-
14 = <AoB,A41)(AoA3 - A1A2) 
2 2 2Ao<AoA3 +A1 A4-A1A2A,) 
Substituting the above values for A and B we have I-
n n 
14 • (jWo8Wc-4)(j~2wc3_j'~c3) 
2(-2w 6 _ 2w 6 + 6w 6) 
c c 0 
• w 
o 
APPENDIX FIVE. 
Evaluation of Time Varying Otf.et Current. 
Consider a general 
R in the feedback 
n 
i. e. an analysis 
during a period 
with the system 
time-invarinnt. 
= A(V - E ) n 
e = - i R n s s 
i. := i - i 
- n 
in ill (e _ Eo > R-1 
n n n 
(A5.1) 
-
-
where A is the open-loop gain. 
Zin is the differential input 
impedance. 
using (A5.1) 
en r+A~] = A [_i R + + + R (i +~ >] s - Con rr 
n 
Further from(A5.1) 
f = (. e + AV)A-1 
n n 
:.en r + ~e + ~] = A [i+R+ + RsH. + ~)J 
Multiply throughout by R and using AR ~ R + R 
n S 8 n 
Then, 
e • - i R R + i R R - i R R 
n + + n - IS n + s + 
Rs Is R8 
Over one complete C10l. of the stage, the expectntion of e = O. 
n 
Hence 0 = i Av (R ) - i R r-R A (R )1 (A5.6) n + + L:a + v nJ 
R; 
But the Av(e
n
) = 0 implies i 
:. ~ = ~ [Ra + ~ ] 
= R R 
II n 
R +R 
s n 
= i 
+ 
where the bar indicates 
expectation. 
and R is then the required 
+ 
setting. 
APPENDIX SIX 
ReelDthesieed Second-Order Butterworth Polynomial 
From Fig (3.10) using the symbols YO' V1 , V2 as voltage points, 
it oan be stated that :-
But 
- V) 
° 
Substitute for V2 and remove denominators hence :-
VO(SC2R+1)(sC1R+1) = VO(sC1R+1) + V1 - Vo 
Simplifying (A6.3) 
Therefore V 
..Q 
V1 
Substituting; C2 = iC1 ' F 1 (s) = --::::"~2~ __ _ 2 2_2 
s C1R +SC1R+2 
(A6.2) 
(A6.4) 
(A6.6) 
Equations (A6.5) to (A6.7) may be rephrased as conventional 
polynomials in s, W
o 
such that :-
'1(S) = w 2 0 
2 
s +w s+w 2 
0 0 
2' 
2 F2 (S) = W ___0;..... __ 
2 2 s +w s+w 
w = o 
o 0 
1 
C1R 
I F 2 (s) Is=w = 1 
° 
F3(s) = W 2 _ __0 ___ _ 
2 ~ 2 
s + ,,2sw +w 
o ° 
w = 1 
° ,nC1R 
t F 3{s~=Wo = i"l 
